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Road Safety Vision 2020 – Five Year Municipal Road Safety Operational
Plan for Benque Viejo del Carmen
Foreword

Road Safety is everyone’s responsibility. We all need to take responsibility – and take pride – in how we
behave on the road as pedestrians, motorcyclists, cyclists, drivers (of all vehicles from passenger cars to
buses) and passengers.
Awareness of road safety, and of the contribution each individual can make to saving lives, is increasing
all the time. Municipal Government, in partnership with National Government and associated NGOs and
other stakeholders, is committed to ensuring this plan works, by providing the leadership, action and
resources to make it work.
As the Mayor, I will do all in my power to ensure that this Road Safety Plan is delivered over the next five
years and that Benque Viejo becomes one of the leading municipalities in Belize in protecting its citizens
on the road. I also expect full and timely delivery from each of the agencies and departments
responsible for action and that they will take its role seriously.
We all need to have a real sense of pride in how we use our roads and highway. When every citizen
takes their responsibility in contributing to a safer community, then we will realise our vision of having
the most up to date roads and highways with proper signage in the country of Belize, with the target of
reducing traffic crashes and fatalities.
I encourage all residents of Benque Viejo Town to get behind our Road Safety Plan to limit and decrease
the challenge we face on our roads thus making our roads safer and creating a peaceful community.
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Introduction
Building on the success of the Belize Road Safety Project, a demonstration corridor project which has
been underway along the George Price Highway, a parallel activity has seen the development of a much
longer term, sustainable approach to road safety through the development of the Road Safety Vision
2030 Master Plan. This five year Benque Viejo del Carmen Municipal Road Safety Operational Plan 20162020, will contribute to the goals of the 2030 Master Plan and will carry the vision of Towards Zero
Deaths on Benque Viejo’s streets and pathways.
Towards Zero Deaths means we do not accept that fatalities and serious injuries on our roads are
inevitable or acceptable. This vision can be achieved if the Benque Viejo del Carmen community as a
whole work together to make a fundamental change in the way it thinks about road safety and works to
address the trauma caused by everyday use of the streets. Collisions may still occur as people using the
road system make mistakes or poor decisions. Nevertheless, we should strive to create a system in
which safe decisions are the easiest ones to make and mistakes are not punished with death or serious
injury.
The plan is modeled on successful strategies in other countries and also on the recommendations of the
World Report on Road Traffic Injury Prevention. The Plan further takes into consideration the lessons
learned during the implementation of the Belize Road Safety Project.
In developing the Municipal Road Safety Operational Plan, the Traffic Management Committee sought
input from cross-ministry partners to answer the following questions:


Given where we are now, what can we do better?



How can we leverage cross-ministry/cross-sector cooperation and action to further reduce
deaths and serious injuries on Belize’s roads?



What can we do to embed the principle of shared responsibility for road safety into the culture
of the Belize community?



What can we do to further our progress towards safe roads, safe vehicles and safe drivers?

The Municipal Road Safety Operational Plan for Benque Viejo del Carmen aims to provide guidelines to
policy makers in order that they can plan and implement road safety management in a coordinated and
harmonised manner. It also serves as a guideline for the municipality to recommend steps of road safety
management in their jurisdiction.
This Vision has a long-term perspective, namely 15 years since this Municipal Road Safety Operational
Plan fully supports the broader Belize Horizon 2030 Vision which embodies the overall vision for Belize
in the year 2030 and the core values that will guide citizen behaviour and inform the strategies to
achieve this common vision for the future.
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The Benque Viejo del Carmen Municipal Road Safety Operational Plan, similar to the Road Safety Vision
2030 Master Plan uses the five pillars approach, as recommended in international good practice in the
Decade of Action for Road Safety (2010-2020). The approach consists of road safety management, safe
roads, safe vehicles, safe conduct of road users and post-collision care. The success of the plan will be
determined by the degree in which the pillars can work harmoniously with each other, rather than as
independent silos. The achievement of the Road Safety targets uses a safe system approach, which
accommodates human error and susceptibility of the human body, which is intended to ensure that
road collisions do not cause fatalities and serious injuries. The Benque Viejo del Carmen Municipal Road
Safety Operational Plan will be updated semi-annually and will result in the creation of safe roads and
behaviours in Benque Viejo.
Our vision is that the Municipality of Benque Viejo del Carmen will have the safest streets and pathways
in the country of Belize for every man, woman and child. We will work toward the ultimate goal of zero
traffic fatalities and zero serious injuries within the Municipality.
In order to ensure the achievement of the vision, the foundation is established as follows:


Harmonising the direction and commitment of road safety management by implementing
principles that coordinate the five pillars inclusively;



Implementing road safety using cost-efficiency approach through curative and preventive
measures in order to handle the victims, prevent injuries, and prevent collisions;



Implementing a road safety system approach which can accommodate human error and the
susceptibility of human body to ensure that traffic collisions do not cause fatalities and severe
injuries.

Signatures of Committee Members
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Background
Based on the Statistical Institute of Belize’s (SIB) 2010 census population data, Benque (with a
population of 6,148) is one of the smallest towns in Belize. The boundaries of Benque Viejo del
Carmen have recently been extended through

annexation and the Town has grown to the south to

more than twice its original size. At 2016, the population is estimated to be approximately 8,000
persons.
Benque Viejo del Carmen (Benque or Benque Viejo), in the Cayo District, was established as a town in
1904 and was the centre of economic and cultural activity for the Cayo District in the days of
Mahogany logging and later harvesting of Chicle until the industry was wiped out by the invention of
synthetic chewing gum in the 1940s. Benque, is the westernmost town in Belize and the first point of
entry for the country’s only official terrestrial border crossing with Guatemala. The inhabitants
of Benque Viejo are primarily Spanish speaking Mestizos, the descendants of Maya and Spanishspeaking Peteneros from Guatemala and Maya and Mestizos from Yucatan, Mexico.
Benque’s development is driven by the influx of migrants, its commercial relations with Guatemala,
local agriculture, and passing tourism traffic to the UNESCO World Heritage Site of Tikal in Guatemala.
Despite its key location on the border, Benque has not benefited from the inflow of visitors into Belize.
Visitors merely pass through and seek accommodation, business and entertainment activities in the
neighbouring town of San Ignacio.
Benque Viejo which means ‘old bank’ refers to the logging camps along the river bank. The
l oggers would float the logs downstream the Mopan River to Belize City, from where they would
later be exported to England. The original town was laid out along the Mopan River and was
approximately an area of half of a mile wide by about three quarters of a mile long. The streets
were laid out in a grid pattern, parallel to the river with a number of open civic spaces scattered
throughout the area and with commercial activities primarily concentrated on the north- eastern
quadrant of the town. Relatively narrow, mostly one way streets were lined with typically two story
wood frame clap board houses with overhanging balconies or single storied houses made out of ‘zinc’
walls and roofs that created a community that was quaint, walkable, safe and friendly.
The annexation to the south has created sprawled developments with very little public service and
inadequate infrastructure, yet, Benque is in the process of de facto merging with the neighbouring
village of San Jose Succotz to the immediate east. In the Municipality of Benque Viejo del Carmen,
there are a few conveniences like restaurants, grocery stores, two hardware stores. There is also a
library, police station, fire stations, and a House of Culture. There are two major printing and publishing
establishments. The town has no identifiable ‘downtown’ or a ‘center of town’ and residents often go
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across the border to Melchor to do most of their shopping.
The Town is run by a seven member Town Council, elected every three years, with the fulltime Mayor
presiding over the Council and acting as the Chief Financial Officer. Economically, Benque has a very
low property tax collection rate and greater reliance on traffic fees, license fees and subvention funds,
and therefore does not have the necessary sustainable revenue sources for growth. Without a
comprehensive revenue enhancement strategy, its economic condition will continue to be in decline
and will continue to be more dependent on outside sources of revenue.
Benque is situated along the southern edge of the Mopan River as it enters Belize at the western port
of entry from Guatemala. The elevation of the general area is in the range of 0 to 600 feet, with the
municipality of Benque probably at the low end of the scale. Natural terrain has a significant gradient
which generally slopes south to north to the river allowing for gravity fed drainage system to dump all
the runoffs and waste water into the river. Farming is prevalent in the areas surrounding Benque Viejo
despite the fact that the soil condition is not always favourable to farming, as the area primarily sits on
lime rock stratus. The area is historically known for broad leaf hardwood forest like logwood,
mahogany and later chicle. Today, very few of those species remain. Most vegetation is another variety
of native species and a number of fruit trees such as mangoes, avocado, soursop, craboo, bananas or
papayas exist. Benque is surrounded by environmentally and ecologically sensitive areas, farmland
and open pasture.
The biggest threat to the forest reserve is the possible loss of the forest to both legal and
illegal settlements or farming and logging, resulting in loss of flora, fauna and other species that
thrive in this rich ecology of forest, rivers and caves. Friends for Conservation and Development (FCD),
an environmental NGO located in San Jose Succotz oversees, on behalf of the Forest Department, a
Landscape Management Plan for the Vaca Forest.
Mopan River watershed is part of a larger Mopan, Macal, Belize watershed area that serves about
130,000 Belizeans, more than one third of the total population of the country. The water quality of
the Mopan River has been declining for some time as a result of the several point source pollutants
such as sewage and industrial discharge, surface runoff, solid waste, and chemicals which are freely
flowing into the river from the adjacent communities. Unregulated farming practices, lack of proper
environmental management, mitigation policies and enforcement allow the river banks to
continue to erode and additional pollution sources are added. As the appeal for the river use
decreases, so will the care and attention for the river and the community will eventually turn its back
on a natural resources that is essential for the community’s sustainability and, in most cases, the reason
for the community to be there.
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Connectivity between the various towns and cities is at a very elementary level. There is a network of
National Highways, connecting all the districts in the country of Belize and their main towns. George
Price Highway, formerly known as Western Highway, running East-West connects Towns of Benque, San
Ignacio, Santa Elena, and Cities of Belmopan and Belize. Phillip Goldson Highway, formally known
as Northern Highway connects Corozal Town with Belize City, while Hummingbird and Southern
Highways connect the Towns of Punta Gorda and Dangriga with the Capital City of Belmopan. Parts of
the highway are in need of major repairs and rehabilitation. Outside of these main highways, the road
network is sparse and in mostly poor, unpaved condition.
The main district towns are accessed through a
network of privately run buses. Bus service is the
most common method of transportation along
these principal highways. Buses generally run
every half hour and have a number of Express
Services during the rush hours. Taxis provide
a

vital

mode

of transportation to connect

certain villages to the major

towns and for

shorter distances. Most persons travel primarily
for work, shopping, banking etc.
Benque with about 1.2sqmilesof land area has no intra-town transportation system. People mostly walk
or use bicycle for personal travel within the town. Taxis and personal vehicles are also alternative,
common modes of travel, though to a lesser extent. There are taxi stands scattered throughout the
town for short distance runs.
Domestic air travel is limited and remains expensive for t h e general population. An airstrip is
available just about three miles outside of Benque on George Price Highway connecting to all
the major tourist destinations in Belize.
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Map of Benque Viejo

Map of elevations
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Strategy Implementation
Cabinet, under the leadership of the Prime Minister has approved and authorized the National Road
Safety Master Plan 2030. The Ministry of Economic Development will coordinate the implementation of
the plan, in line with its overall planning function. The National Road Safety Committee will have general
oversight on implementation and policy advice and a set of Technical Working Groups will support the
process and report to the National Road Safety Committee. To ensure the consistent and effective
implementation of the plan, each municipality across the country, formed their own Municipal Traffic
Management Committee, and developed their Municipal Road Safety Operational Plan to ensure that
their local needs and issues are identified and addressed.
This five year Benque Viejo del Carmen Municipal Road Safety Operational Plan (2016-2020) provides
details on the specific actions and interventions that will take place during the implementation period,
continuing to move forward towards the vision as specified in the National Road Safety Master Plan
2030.
In line with the 5 pillars of the Decade of Action for Road Safety and Road Safety Vision 2030 the
component parts of this Municipal Road Safety Operational Plan are:
Road Safety Management

Safe Roads

Safe Vehicles

Safe Road Users

Post-crash response

Lead agency, coordination and management
Road safety data management
Monitoring and evaluation
Target setting/Performance indicators
Legislative reviews
Planning, funding and resources
HR development
Promotional/media – developing a Traffic Safety Culture
Intersection safety
Safe travel speeds
Transportation of Goods and Services and People
Vehicle registration
Dangerous vehicles
Imported vehicles
Seat belt and child safety seats promotion and usage/enforcement
Driver training and testing
Driver licensing
Police enforcement
Road safety education in schools
Road safety campaigns
BLS; MFR; EMT
Type III Ambulances
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Road Safety Management
Lead Agency, Coordination and Management
The objective of this sub-section is to establish a framework identifying leadership, collaboration and
accountability of departments within the governmental and non-governmental road safety stakeholders
for the development, effective implementation and delivery of the road safety strategy. This Plan
identifies a lead organization which is responsible, accountable and has the power to make decisions,
manage resources and coordinate the efforts of all participating partners and stakeholders.
The Benque Viejo del Carmen Traffic Management Committee should include representatives from the
Town Council (Head of Committee); Police Department (Enforcement); Traffic Department; Ministry of
Health and the Red Cross (Medical Service); Education Department (Information Campaign); Taxi and
Bus Association (Information on Infrastructure); Business Community (Information Sharing/Funding);
Ministry of Works (Infrastructure); Transport Department (Legislation); Fire Department; Belize Tourism
Board; Belize Electricity Board and the Media.
In addition to developing an Operational Plan, a Vision and a Mission for the municipality, the Benque
Viejo del Carmen Traffic Management Committee should:


Identify weakness in the present work plan for road safety;



Devise new policies and strategies that will enhance and strengthen the previous policies for
road safety;



Ensure that policies are being implemented.

Vision
Benque Viejo Town Council to have the safest roads/streets and have better enforcement of traffic rules
and regulations, while improving inspection with the target of reducing traffic crashes towards zero
deaths.
Mission
Road Safety becomes a priority of Benque Viejo with the municipality having the control of the
infrastructure and maintenance of the streets.
Strategic Actions
CM1 Establish the Benque Viejo del Carmen Traffic Management
Committee (TMC)
CM2 Maintain Benque Viejo del Carmen Traffic Management
Committee stakeholder cooperation mechanisms
CM3 Develop and confirm the Benque Viejo del Carmen 5 year
Operational Plan, Mission and Vision
CM4 Develop sustainable funding to ensure the programs/
interventions will be undertaken
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Timeline
2016

Implemented By
Town Council

Ongoing

TMC

2015-2016

TMC

2016 (& semiannually thereafter)

TMC

Strategic Actions
CM5 At the local level ensure their activities are linked to the
National Strategy
CM6 The Municipal Road Safety Operational Plan should be
reviewed semi-annually

Timeline
2016 (& semiannually thereafter)
2017 (& semiannually thereafter)

Implemented By
TMC
TMC

Road Safety Data Management and Analysis (Intelligence)
The objective of this component is to develop an appropriate local system of data collection, storage,
retrieval and analysis which leads to better identification of the safety situation and from which focused
and appropriate remedial measures can be devised. This must include road data where collisions have
never been recorded but are nevertheless dangerous. If possible the data should extend to other
factors, including:


Demographic data; traffic volume data (by mode);



Safety performance indicators such as rates of seat belt and standard helmet use, frequency of
the committal of offenses such as overloading, speeding and red light running;



Infrastructure factors (road length by crash risk, mean travel speed, etc.);



Enforcement (violation) data (tickets/charges, etc.);



Injury data from hospitals.

Accurate data is also necessary to: identify traffic safety issues and devise countermeasures; implement
and adjust coordinated strategies; undertake cost/benefit analysis; prioritize high collision locations and
corridors; develop targeted education and enforcement campaigns; develop safety performance
functions; and monitor and evaluate the effectiveness of improvements.
Strategic Actions
DM1 Develop system to store and retrieve information for
analysis
DM2 Ensure data as listed above are being gathered
consistently and on a timely basis
DM3 Develop and ensure the use of standardize local
collision collection forms
DM4 Traffic Officers and Police Officers have been trained
in collision investigation and reporting
DM5 Confirm mechanisms for sharing data are operating
efficiently with management agencies and other
organizations
DM6 The data is used in all decision making
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Timeline
2016
2016-2017
2016
(ongoing)
2016
(ongoing)
2016-2017

2016
(ongoing)

Implemented By
TMC through Town
Council, DOT, Police
MOH, DOT, JICC, SIB
Town Council, DOT,
Police
DOT, Police
MOH, DOT, JICC, SIB

TMC

Monitoring and Evaluation
The objective of this sub-section is to develop a system for monitoring and evaluation that is able to
measure progress and current status; allows feedback and encouragement to the organizations
involved; identifies under-performance; identifies emerging problems; monitors a range of indicators
and must be able to predict likely future adverse trends, as far in advance as possible.
Each of these objectives demand that the system for monitoring and evaluation has particular
characteristics:


To be able to measure progress, the system must be able to measure current status which
includes reviewing several databases;



To allow feedback and encouragement to the organizations involved, the system must produce
outputs that are readily understood, have face value and be provided in a timely manner and
compare this to previous status in a way that identifies the effects of the Strategy;



To be able to identify under-performance, the system must incorporate some form of
comparison with a performance target and provide feedback in a timely manner to allow
corrections to be made;



To identify emerging problems, the system must monitor a range of indicators and must be
able to predict likely future adverse trends, as far in advance as possible.

A comprehensive measurement and evaluation system has been developed to measure the road safety
outputs and outcomes and to evaluate the effectiveness of the interventions implemented in achieving
the targeted results. The system will ensure that the funds invested in road safety are effectively used.
The Benque Viejo del Carmen Traffic Management Committee will continue to monitor progress and
current status through data obtained from the departments below as follows:


National Transport – driver’s license/learners permit issued



Traffic Department – motor vehicle license/tickets issued
- number of tickets settled immediately
- number of suspended licenses



Police Department – number of road traffic incidents
- number of traffic violations and tickets issued
- number of offenses committed
- number of persons disqualified from driving



Ministry of Health – number of persons injured and treated or dead as a result of RTIs



Belize Tourism Board – number of visitors arriving from the Western Border
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The agencies will monitor the amount of offences as well as road traffic collisions which occurs on a
monthly basis. Specific attention will be given to the causes for these collisions with the intent to
reduce them through the implementation of the different programs that will be conducted by the traffic
department and the town council.
Strategic Actions
ME1 Develop a local road safety monitoring and
evaluation system
ME2 Data as listed above are being gathered
consistently and on a timely basis
ME3 Semi-annually conduct monitoring and evaluation
assessments to ensure progress continues towards
targets

Timeline
2016-2017

Implemented By
MOH, DOT, JICC, SIB

2016-2017

DOT, Traffic Department,
JICC, MoH
TMC through DOT, Police
Department, Traffic
Department, JICC, MoH

2016
(ongoing)

Target Setting/Performance Indicators
Target setting is the declaration of the desire of the municipality to improve the road safety situation as
is expressed in its vision, mission and goals.

Safety performance indicators help illustrate the

effectiveness of road safety programs in meeting their objectives or achieving the desired outcomes.
The purpose is to establish ambitious, but appropriate and achievable road safety targets and
performance indicators to achieve the target for deaths and serious injuries to be reduced by 50% with
the overall goal, after the first five years, to zero death and serious injuries due to road traffic collisions.
The municipality hopes to see a 50% increase in the number of passengers wearing seat belts and
helmets. To facilitate this, the department will continue to increase the amount of checkpoints to 60
checkpoints per year to ensure the proper usage of seat belts, helmets and other road safety measures.
The municipality will improve awareness on the importance of seat belt use in town and will encourage
everyone to use seat belts whilst driving in town even though the laws do not make it mandatory for
seat belts to be worn in town. The Benque Viejo del Carmen Traffic Management Committee aims to
develop a completely different culture and mindset of the public when it comes to utilizing seatbelts and
helmets and adhering to other road safety practices as well, not only on the highways, but also in the
town.
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Strategic Actions
TS1 Establish targets for the Benque Viejo del Carmen’s Operational
Road Safety Plan
PI1 Develop baseline measures for key risk factors, e.g. Seat belt
usage, helmet usage, overloading, travel speeds, red light running, or
non-adherence to traffic signs, collisions involving impaired drivers,
collisions involving distracted drivers, etc.
PI2 Develop, track and report performance indicators that measures the
type and amount of resources expended to tackle road safety issues
such as speed cameras, advertising, infrastructure improvements, etc.
Strategic Actions
PI3 Ensure that official performance indicators are based on reliable
data
PI4 Semi-annually review progress being made with targets

Timeline
2016
2016

Implemented By
TMC through Town Council
and Traffic Department
TMC in collaboration with
the Road Safety Project

2016
(ongoing)

TMC through Town Council
and Traffic Department

Timeline
2016
(ongoing)
Semiannually

Implemented By
TMC
TMC

Legislative Reviews
This implementation measure is highly important, as it allows for input in the development of new laws
and the revision of existing ineffective laws as needed. This includes examining laws to ensure ease of
enforceability. This is necessary to increase deterrence thereby making laws more effective.
As shown in the figure below, road traffic legislation has three primary focus areas. The first establishes
the institutions required to administer various parts of the traffic system and allocates them specific
duties and functions. The second imposes safety and other standards with which vehicle owners,
drivers, vehicles and infrastructure must comply. The third area regulates compliance with standards
through training requirements, testing, certification, enforcement and audits.
The Benque Viejo del Carmen Town Council, Traffic Department and Traffic Management Committee
supports the Ministry of Transport and Government of Belize in improving the existing legislation on
seat belts to include mandatory use by back seat passengers as well. The Traffic Department continues
to improve existing regulation and policies regarding driver’s license, vehicle license and by-laws and
sanctions which support positive road safety behaviours. The Mayor and Councillors of the Benque
Viejo Town Council have also pledged their support for the work presented by The Benque Viejo Traffic
Management Committee, and will put in place the legal framework that it may require to roll out the
operational plan presented through the support of legislative awareness and the creation of drivers’
incentives.
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Strategic Actions
Timeline
LR1 Complete review of the Road Traffic Law and subsidiary
laws to participate in revision and updating of legislation
LR2 Adopt or develop local by-laws and sanctions which
support positive road safety behaviours. Prepare
implementation strategy
LR3 Review current regulations related to speeding, stopping
at pedestrian crossings, STOP and Yield signs and make
recommendations for improvement.
LR4 Review fines and penalties for traffic offences including
moving violations, such as approaching pedestrian crossings
and not stopping; failing to stop at Yield and STOP signs and
amend accordingly.

2016
(ongoing)
2016 2017

Implemented By
TMC
TMC through Town Council, Police
Department and Traffic Department

20172018

TMC

2017 2018

TMC

Strategic Actions
Timeline
LR5 Revise provisions of Road Traffic Law related to helmet
use on bicyclists and motorcyclists
LR6 Establish policies/procedures to deliver administrative
justice, through sanctions and fines, including a penalty point
system in the Benque Viejo del Carmen Municipality

20172018
20182019

Implemented By
DOT, Traffic Department,
Police Department and TMC

Ministry of the Attorney General,
DOT, Traffic Department,
Police Department and TMC

Planning, Funding and Resources
The financing of interventions and related road safety management functions on a sustainable basis and
the allocation of appropriate resources to achieve the results are keys to the strategy’s effectiveness
and success. Ideally there should be a number of streams of income to avoid the over dependency on a
single source.
The municipality has relied heavily on the subvention received by the central government as well as the
revenues collected from traffic violations and tickets issued in the municipality to assist in financial
contributions to fund some road safety activities and will through this plan, make a plea to the business
community to increase its assistance in the improvement of road safety awareness in the Benque Viejo
del Carmen municipality. The council will also seek funding assistance through:


Tourism (Tour Guide Agencies; Tourist Entrance Fee to Arch. Sites);



Customs Department (Importation of Goods);



Business Community (through Partnerships & trade License Fees);




Increased Town Council Revenues (Ticket Violations; Property Tax; License Fee); and
Increased GoB Subventions & Grants.
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Strategic Actions
PFR1 Identify financial and human resources
required to implement local road safety strategy
PFR2 Establish funding partnerships with 50% of
the organizations / entities listed above to
secure financial resources required to implement
local road safety strategy
PFR3 Through various budget mechanisms seek
sustainable funding sources for road safety
PFR4 Confirm annual budget and present
through local government budget cycle

Timeline

Implemented By

2016

TMC through Town Council

2017 - 2018

TMC through Town Council

2016-2017

TMC through Town Council, Police, Traffic
Department, MOH and DoT
GOBZ/TMC through Town Council, Police
and Traffic Department

Annually

HR Development
The successful transfer of knowledge requires not only its transmission but also its absorption and
ultimate use. It includes:


Continuous development (training)



Promotion/ succession planning



Knowledge transfer strategy

It is vital that all staff undertake continuous development in the relatively new area of road safety.
Similarly, knowledge transfer must be grounded in actual practice in a “learning by doing” model.
Knowledge transfer should be viewed as an ongoing process that transfers existing knowledge and
creates new knowledge to achieve continuous improvement. The objective of this sub-section is
therefore to develop a comprehensive Human Resources plan that ensures the staff managing the road
safety strategy is knowledgeable and competent to ensure effective delivery of the strategy.
Over the past years, the municipality’s traffic or road safety personnel has been through several training
programs with respect to traffic safety and enforcement. Nonetheless, the need for continuous training
still exists in order for the personnel to be more effective in dealing with these aspects of the job.
The department will, over the next five years, invest in the recruitment of additional personnel to assist
in the effective and efficient implementation of Road Safety activities as outlined in this Municipal Road
Safety Operational Plan for the Benque Viejo del Carmen municipality.


2 Traffic Inspectors;



1 Traffic Warden;



2 Inspectors for Transport.

Trainings to Staff will include but is not limited to:


Enforcement and Crash Reconstruction Training;
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Use of fire extinguishers on Vehicles;



First Aid and First Responders Training;



Emergency Trauma Management



Alternative Enforcement Methods and Measures;



Implementing Traffic Instructions;



Traffic Planning, Organization and Management;



Transport Inspection;



Public Relations Training.

Strategic Actions
HR1 Strengthen human resources development of
enforcement personnel with skills and a higher level of
understanding of new enforcement measures and
methods
Strategic Actions
HR2 Strengthen human resources in transportation
planning and road infrastructure engineering
HR3 Conduct training and development of human
resources for implementing traffic instructions, traffic
planning, organization and management, and street
infrastructure engineering
HR4 Strengthen the transport inspection human
resources at all levels. Complete a system of basic
and advanced training for the transportation
inspectors at different levels and ranks
HR5 Provide training for medical staff at local clinics
and enforcement officers active in traffic collision
emergency/trauma management
HR6 Develop resources to ensure improvement in
Public Relations and the showcase of quality and
professional ethics
HR7 Deliver traffic safety courses to all people
working in road safety/injury prevention
HR8 Develop a “knowledge transfer” strategy that
provides new information and research to all
agencies, partners and stakeholders

Timeline

Implemented By

2016 (ongoing)

TMC through Town Council,
Police, Traffic Department
and DoT

Timeline
2017 (ongoing)

Implemented By
TMC through Town Council,

2017 (ongoing)

TMC through Town Council,
Traffic Department and DoT

2018 (ongoing)

TMC through Town Council,
Police, Traffic Department
and DoT

2016 (ongoing)

TMC through UB and MOH

2017 (ongoing)

TMC through Town Council,
Police, Traffic Department
and DoT
TMC through Town Council,
Traffic Department and DoT
TMC through Town Council,
Police, Traffic Department,
MOH and DoT

2017 (ongoing)
2018-2020

Promotion/Media – Developing a Traffic Safety Culture
Promotion of road safety is more than specific campaigns. It requires a clear strategy and program and
agreed upon resources to become an everyday part of the community's life. Governments have an
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obligation to educate the public through public information campaigns about road safety risks, and to
promote enforcement campaigns being carried out by the police and traffic officers in order to deter
illegal, unsafe behaviours. There is also a need for government to be made aware of the powerful
impact that police enforcement supported by publicity can have in changing behaviours and the benefits
this will provide in reduced traffic collisions. This Municipal Road Safety Operational Plan will be
implemented with the support of the media who will assist in the dissemination of the road safety
messages and assist in the development of a Traffic Safety Culture. Traffic Safety Culture being “a social
climate in which traffic safety is highly valued and rigorously pursued”.
In this Culture:


Traffic safety is a priority;



Social institutions are held accountable for traffic safety;



Traffic safety is valued;



Traffic safety is monitored;



Individuals engage in behaviours that promote traffic safety;



Policies that promote traffic safety receive broad public support.

These are supported by concrete actions, such as:


Increased attention to traffic safety;



Strict monitoring and control of impaired drivers and other limits on freedom for the sake of
traffic safety;



Unlikely to drive aggressively;



Discourages speeding, distracted driving or fatigued and other impaired driving;



Engaged in advancing local traffic safety issues;



Supports photo enforcement for traffic safety laws;



Willing to invest in traffic safety;



Supports the promotion of traffic safety classes in schools;



Supports the implementation of police enforcement and traffic calming measures.

A cornerstone of an effective road safety strategy would be the development of a healthy traffic safety
culture shared by its members.
The culture will be developed through the use of:


Mass media – talkshows, PSAs, Promote with flyers and streamers (Mass Media);



Pamphlets and Factsheets;



Education – Social Media and Booths.
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Strategic Actions
Timeline
PM1 Develop and implement public information
campaigns

2016 2017

PM2 Dissemination of road safety messages through
public media
PM3 Promote the dissemination of road safety in schools,
communities, road transport dealers and within political
and social organizations with appropriate methods
PM4 Promote the health consequences, burden of injury
and scope of traffic collisions in the community
PM5 Nurture a traffic safety culture for all road users

2017
(ongoing)
2017
(ongoing)
2017
(ongoing)
2017
(ongoing)

Implemented By
TMC
TMC through Media, Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department, MOH and DoT
TMC through Ministry of Education, Town
Council, Police, Traffic Department, BYRS
and DoT
TMC through UB, MOH, Police, Traffic
Department and DoT
TMC

Safe Roads
Improving the safety of the roads has the potential to reduce the incidence and severity of collisions,
whatever other factors are involved. Such improvements are beneficial for all road users, not just
vehicle occupants. Improving the safety of roads is a particularly important component in addressing
road collisions where higher speeds and lower road qualities contribute to increased risks of death and
serious injury. The most significant message of a safe system approach is that everybody is responsible
for improving road safety. It requires road users, road authorities, planners, policy makers, enforcers
and distributors to all work together to provide a safe and reliable transportation network with
consistent practices throughout the municipality and the country.
The Ministry of Works is the lead agency on road works country-wide, with municipalities taking a
supporting role in roads within the municipality. Through a coordinated and collaborative approach all
municipalities will have consistent standards and guidelines with respect to roads. Participating on key
committees established to determine common operating principles and guidelines with respect to bus
companies/terminals and commercial transport are also expressly stated in the overall National Road
Safety Plan.
As a catalyst project the Benque LPWG (local planning working group) proposes to undertake a
complete upgrading of Kennedy and Wyatt streets including improving drainage and street paving.
These streets meet the economic, environmental, and social criteria for priority street and drain
improvement set forth in Chapter 4, mainly because of their intersection at the site of the new market
facility and potential to support local businesses and jobs with increased accessibility. This market is set
to have six permanent stalls, creating an enabling environment for small, farm and agro-enterprises to
do business. Kennedy Street southwest of Wyatt and Wyatt Street northwest of Kennedy street are
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both marked as reconstruction roads and are unpaved, creating inadequate access to the market. A
snapshot of this map below shows this detail.
Road Condition Map showing Kennedy and Wyatt Streets

In addition to increasing access and improve drainage around the site, upgrading of Kennedy and Wyatt
streets will also potentially:


Draw more customers to local businesses in the downtown area;



Raise property values; and



Improve safety for walkers and bikers, especially school children.

Additionally, the council will also improve the safety of our roads by implementing a street improvement
safety plan which will:


Ensure safety standards for footpaths, sidewalks and bicycle paths are implemented;



Enforce international/national standards for the construction of pathways by construction
companies and the Ministry of Works;



Ensure strict contracts between funders and construction bodies;



Ensure street infrastructure specifications are met and sub-par work is not accepted;



Engage qualified engineer from the Ministry of Works and trained in house engineer to supervise
infrastructure improvements;



Identify and prioritize the improvement of “black spots”;



Ensure safety measures such as good railings and barriers are in place at strategic locations;



Improve visibility on streets at night;



Widen the shoulders on major streets;



Identify designated rest areas for buses and taxis;



Provide adequate off-street parking spaces for motor vehicles;
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Improve street design and signage especially at intersections;



Assess intersections to identify where they should be replaced with roundabouts as a traffic
calming measure;



Adopt an integrated approach of engineering, education and enforcement -the three E to road
safety;



Develop and publish guidelines/manuals on traffic safety management procedures, signs and
markings;



Ensure that measures are in place to facilitate access to street and pathways for handicapped
persons.

Transportation and Accessibility
Benque with about 1.2 sq miles of land area has no intra-town transportation system. People mostly
walk or use bicycle for personal travel within the town. Taxis and personal vehicles are also
alternative, common modes of travel, though to a lesser extent. There are taxi stands scattered
throughout the town for short distance runs.
The George Price Boulevard is the major arterial road, which dissects the town between old Benque
and the newer section of Benque. Due to the grid pattern of the streets in the older part of Benque,
the traffic generally flows through most of the streets fairly evenly with the improved streets probably
carrying a slightly larger share of the traffic. In the newer part of the town, there are no planned
roadway classifications. Arenal Road acts as an arterial road connecting Benque to Village of Arenal
and providing access to areas south of Benque - mostly farming areas, forest reserves, occasional
developments and the Vaca Dam. The combination of Juanito Gongora Street and Independence
Street, due to their connectivity to the George Price Boulevard and the Arenal Road, act as collector
roads in the new section of Benque.
The Town of Benque is estimated to have approximately 46.2 miles of platted roadways.
Approximately, 30 plus miles are developed in some form with only 20% of that 30 miles or about six
miles being paved streets, about four of which are in good condition.
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Strategic Actions
Timeline

Implemented By

SR1 Improve street infrastructure for 100% of the streets
and pathways which require improvement

2016
(ongoing)

TMC through Town Council

SR2 Implement measures to facilitate speed
management (traffic calming measures)

2016
(ongoing)

TMC through Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department and DoT

SR3 Implement street improvement safety plan

2017
(ongoing)

TMC through Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department and DoT

SR4 Improve delineation of streets and pathways to
indicate areas for cyclists, pedestrians and motorists

2018
(ongoing)

TMC through Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department and DoT

SR5 Publish guidelines/manuals on traffic safety
management (signs and markings)

2018

TMC through Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department and DoT

SR6 Draft guidelines in accordance with international
standards for the construction and use of streets
including footpaths, sidewalks, bicycle lanes and
motorcycle lanes

2018

TMC through Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department and DoT

SR7 Implement measures to improve traffic management
and traffic flow to address congestion in strategic areas
eg. Identifying designated rest areas for buses and taxis;
relocating current rest areas for buses and taxis;
identifying adequate off-street parking spaces for motor
vehicles, etc.
SR8 Improve street design and signage especially at
intersections

2018 2019

TMC through Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department and DoT

2017 2020

TMC through Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department, MoW and DoT

SR9 Ensure that measures are in place to facilitate
access to street and pathways for handicapped persons.

2020

TMC through Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department, MoW and DoT

SR10 Review and renegotiate current arrangement with
DoT in relation to the registration and licensing of buses
and tariffs paid for buses and heavy vehicles which travel
through the municipality.

2020

TMC through Town Council and DoT

Timeline
2020

Implemented By
TMC through Town Council and DoT

2020

TMC through Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department, MoW and DoT

Strategic Actions
SR11 Review and strengthen legislation which regulates
buses and taxis in the municipality
SR12 Develop a local public transportation policy in
collaboration with the Ministry of Transport, including a
bus shuttle linking the new residential areas

Safe Vehicles
Every vehicle used on the road should be of high safety standards which ensures that the vehicle is able
to provide protection to its occupants should they be involved in a collision, minimizing any injuries to
themselves or other road users. The objective of safe vehicles includes ensuring that vehicles which are
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imported and sold in Belize, are in line with international new car assessment standards. Improved road
safety can be gained through periodic inspection of registered vehicles and techniques to prevent
defective, road unworthy or unsafe vehicles from using public roads, thereby increasing safety through
crash protection and crash avoidance.
Many “used” vehicles imported into Belize come from the US. They are generally vehicles that have
been “written” off in the US, particularly salvage vehicles which were involved in floods, etc. These
vehicles are re-built and exported to countries like Belize. Any flood damaged vehicles previously
“salvaged” should carry a certificate of destruction. The Government of Belize does have anti-dumping
laws which means the vehicles cannot just be dumped in Belize. The Traffic Department is committed to
improve the overall management of vehicles that are being registered and licensed within our towns for
both private and public service vehicles.
The department will check the following to strengthen enforcement with regards to safe, road worthy
vehicles in the Municipality:


Thorough vehicle inspection before registration;



Dangerous vehicles should be taken off the road;



Imported Vehicles should be inspected for road safety – at the border;



Seatbelt and child safety seat promotion.

The Traffic Management Committee will also ensure that the Traffic Department are more active in
ensuring that:


Public transportation, such as buses are upgraded;



Private and public vehicles have working seatbelts, airbags and braking systems;



Vehicles have proper lights, tires and spare tires;



Equipped with fire extinguishers;



Working horns, doors and windows.

The Traffic Department will liaise with the Ministry of Local Government and/or Ministry of Works and
Transport to ensure proper and continuous training for Motor Vehicle Inspectors. The Traffic
Department will support any legislation that seeks to improve the overall effectiveness of dealing with
safe vehicles on the road.
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Strategic Actions
Timeline
SV1 Review current legislation and make suggestions 2017 (ongoing)
to improve regulations complete with sanctions for
the importation and registration of unsafe vehicles.

Implemented By
TMC

SV2 Strengthen system for registration of vehicle with 2017 - 2018
improved communication and coordination between
the Municipality, DoT and Customs Department for
the improved detection of dangerous vehicles.

TMC through DoT, Traffic
Department
and
Customs
Department

SV3 Strengthen the enforcement of legislation and 2018 - 2019
related sanctions with regards to registration of
vehicles without seatbelts, airbags etc.

TMC through DoT and Traffic
Department

SV4 Strengthen the management of vehicle 2017 (ongoing)
registration by improving the technical safety quality.

TMC through DoT and Traffic
Department

SV5 Improve the coordination between partners 2018 (ongoing)
regarding the registration of “used” imported vehicles

TMC through DOT, Customs &

SV6 Develop and implement a policy with respect to 2017 (ongoing)
the importation of vehicle equipment, such as tires,
headlights, motorcycle and bicycle helmets

Excise, Bureau of Standards, and
Min of Finance
TMC through DOT, Customs &
Excise, Bureau of Standards, and
Min of Finance

SV7 Implement the new seat belt regulations and 2017 (ongoing)
monitor the use of seatbelts, child safety seat and
helmets

TMC through DoT, Traffic and
Police Department

SV8 Develop and implement policy with respect to 2018 (ongoing)
the “age” of the fleet of vehicles, including personaluse vehicles.

TMC through DoT, Traffic and
Police Department

SV9 Promote the importance of buying safe vehicles 2018 (ongoing)
or vehicles with better safety equipment to consumers

TMC through DoT, Traffic and
Police Department

SV10 Proper and continuous training for Motor 2018 (ongoing)
Vehicle Inspectors

TMC, DoT, Traffic Department
and
Ministry
of
Local
Government.

SV11 Periodic inspection of registered vehicle and 2018 (ongoing)
techniques to prevent defective, road unworthy or
unsafe vehicles from using public roads

TMC, DoT, Police and Traffic
Department

Safe Road Users
The Government of Belize is in the process of finalizing a new Safe Drivers Manual (Study Guide) which is
intended for new drivers to study before getting a new drivers’ license. The Traffic Management
Committee supports the efforts of the Government in this initiative which will improve the issuing of
driver’s licenses to first time drivers through the consistent and improved training of drivers as a result
of the more rigorous screening of drivers. This initiative will also support a positive change of attitude in
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the case of experienced road users/drivers. This section of the Municipal Road Safety Operational Plan
for Benque Viejo focuses on:
Driver Training and Testing
The current driver training and testing system to obtain a learner’s permit and driver’s license is far
below international good practices. After the finalization of the Driver’s Manual, a training of trainers
program will be implemented to ensure the continuity of efforts in this area. A defensive driving
program and driving school highlighting the importance of the application of safe driving skills will also
be implemented. Practical tests will be implemented at a special compound prior to the issuance of a
driver’s licenses. The Municipality will also ensure that drivers are re-tested every five years and that
drivers are assessed on good road safety practices. Special testing will also be required for impaired
drivers and elderly driver will be required to undertake a medical check to ensure that they are fit to
drive.
Strategic Actions
Timeline
DT1 Participate in countrywide review of current 2017
practice for training and testing of drivers with the
ultimate goal of establishing a single, countywide
procedure for training and testing of new drivers.
DT2 Implement new procedure for training and 2017 (ongoing)
testing of new drivers.
DT3 Establish selection, syllabus and training 2018 (ongoing)
methods of practical driving instructors/testers and
examiners.

Implemented By
TMC through DoT, Police and
Traffic Department

DT4 Focus much more on on-the-road, in real
traffic, driver training

TMC through DoT, Police and
Traffic Department

2019 (ongoing)

TMC through DoT, Police and
Traffic Department
TMC through DoT, Ministry of
Education, Police and Traffic
Department

Driver Licensing
The purpose of this sub-section is to ensure participation in the development of a centralized, online,
driving license registry system with facilities to print and issue license documents of international
standard.

The Department of Transport (DOT), currently shares responsibility with the nine

municipalities for licensing and registration of motor vehicles. With these 10 agencies responsible for
licensing, standards for driver training and vehicle inspection are not uniformly applied across the
country. The sharing of driver licensing data and other relevant driver information is also challenging
and hampers the monitoring of drivers, particularly of those that have frequent violations. The driver
licensing systems in place are not yet fully computerized which is another reason for the lack of data
sharing. In collaboration with the Ministry of Transport the municipality seeks to have a centralized data
base for all drivers’ licenses and vehicle licenses improving data transfers between offices. The Benque
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Viejo del Carmen Traffic department will implement its new biometric driver’s license which will
improve the overall quality of the drivers’ license to international standards.
Strategic Actions
Timeline
DL1 Participate in the review of current processes 2017 (ongoing)
for licensing of drivers
DL2 Implement a new single driver license database 2018 (ongoing)
for Belize in the Municipality
DL3 Implement consistent driver licensing 2018 (ongoing)
standards that meet national and international
standards
DL4 Provide Municipal data in single/ on-line driver 2020
licensing database shared by all municipalities

Implemented By
TMC through DoT and
Traffic Department
TMC through DoT and
Traffic Department
TMC through DoT and
Traffic Department
TMC through DoT and
Traffic Department

Traffic Enforcement
Traffic Enforcement is focused on the development of more efficient, consistent and effective traffic
enforcement by the use of better enforcement tactics, effective deployment of personnel and the
upgrading of equipment in line with international good practice.
One of the major roles of enforcement in traffic safety is deterring unsafe behaviours. The level of
deterrence is related not only to the actual level of enforcement but also to the perceived level of
enforcement. The success of enforcement is dependent on its ability to create a meaningful deterrent
threat to road users. To achieve this, the primary focus should be on increasing surveillance levels to
ensure that the perceived apprehension risk is high. Significantly increasing the actual level of
enforcement activity is the most effective means of increasing the perceived risk of apprehension.
Publicity related to enforcement can increase the perceived level of enforcement and thus further
reduce unsafe behaviours. Cost effective enforcement methods such as periodic, short-term intensive
enforcement operations and selective enforcement strategies, designed to specifically target high risk
road user behaviour and high crash locations can be used frequently.
The Traffic Department with assistance from the Police Department will increase the amount of weekly
vehicle check points to deter drivers who are operating a motor vehicle with the following:


Expired vehicle license;



Expired driver license;



Impairments: Drivers who are suspected to be under the influence of alcohol or other drugs as
well as fatigued drivers;



Engaged in other unsafe behaviours.
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Additionally, the checkpoints will allow the opportunity to improve on the collection of unpaid tickets.
Traffic enforcement should be firm, fair and ethical – explaining the reasons for issuing traffic tickets.
The Committee will focus on ensuring that the department has well trained personnel who are
motivated to achieve the short term goals established by the Traffic Management Committee.
Strategic Actions
Timeline
TE1 Participate in the national enforcement 2016 (ongoing)
strategic planning team
TE2 Develop Municipal Strategic Enforcement Plan 2017
with input from local stakeholders
TE3 Identify communication needs to ensure 2017-2018
optimal communications between all agencies
TE4 Improve coordination mechanisms and 2017-2018
implement enforcement campaigns as an essential
part of traffic safety public awareness campaigns
TE5 Adopt the National electronic, integrated 2019
driver, vehicle and violation information system
TE6 Implement national automated enforcement 2019
programs, such as for speeding and red-light
running
TE7 Develop a career structure and training needs 2019
for traffic enforcement officers
TE8 Identify modern equipment needs including 2020
police vehicles and develop a staged purchase of
new equipment
TE9
Improve regulations related to traffic 2020

Implemented By
TMC through Police,
Traffic Department
TMC through Police,
Traffic Department
TMC through Police,
Traffic Department
TMC through Police,
Traffic Department

DoT and
DoT and
DoT and
DoT and

TMC through Police, DoT and
Traffic Department
TMC through Police, DoT and
Traffic Department
TMC through Police, DoT and
Traffic Department
TMC through Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

enforcement

TMC through Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

TE10 Develop and implement a monitoring and 2020
evaluation protocol of enforcement activities
TE11 Improve role of officers in monitoring unsafe 2020
and old vehicles through mobile enforcement

TMC through Police, DoT and
Traffic Department
TMC through Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

Road Safety Education
Wherever possible, road safety education should be integrated into other subjects, rather than being
taught as a stand-alone subject. This cross-curricular teaching approach is a more effective way of
reinforcing road safety messages. As seen with the development of the Road Safety Curriculum in 2014
under the Road Safety Project, children need frequent and small amounts of teaching to be able to
develop the desired road safety skills, knowledge and attitudes. The Belizean Youths for Road Safety
(BYRS) plays a key role in teaching road safety in schools as part of the newly established School
Curriculum Program.
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The Town council and Traffic department will partner with the BYRS to conduct several campaigns to
increase the public awareness by conducting:


Road Safety presentations at the Pre, Primary and Secondary Schools levels;



Police visits to constituencies using traffic videos and awareness presentations;



Appearances on morning talk shows or traffic shows and workshops to provide information to
the public on traffic regulations and rules;



School competition about road safety, including music video competitions.

With the implementation of these strategies, significant and sustainable improvements will be achieved
over a period of time.
Strategic Actions
Timeline
RSE1 Road Safety Curriculum implemented in the 2017 (ongoing)
Municipality

Implemented By
TMC through Ministry of Education

RSE2 Encourage each school to appoint a Road 2017

TMC through Ministry of Education

Safety Champion who coordinates and facilitates
road safety education in the school

RSE3 Annual refresher training in Road Safety is 2017 (ongoing)
provided for teachers and traffic officers

TMC through Ministry of Education,
DoT, Police and Traffic Department

RSE4 Track and provide progress information to be 2019 - 2020
fed into online tool to support the monitoring and
evaluation of road safety education

TMC through DoT and Traffic
Department

Road Safety Campaigns
A road safety publicity campaign is part of a set of activities which aim to improve road safety through
more effective and coordinated publicity and advocacy campaigns. Mass media advertising is often the
most visible component of a campaign, however to be effective, this must be combined with visible local
government and community support, particularly in terms of law enforcement. The effectiveness of
publicity campaigns when they are combined with highly visible enforcement has led to substantial
reductions in drunk driving in many countries.
The Benque Viejo del Carmen Municipality have developed a Road Safety Campaign Strategy which will
increase the road safety campaigns by utilizing the following:


Billboard



Jingles



School competition at all levels



Television and Radio Advertisements



Stickers on vehicles
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Police/Traffic Officers visit to schools Police Awareness

The following campaigns will be undertaken by the municipality during the next five years:


Drunk Driving;



Use of Helmets and Seatbelts;



Distracted Driving;



Reckless Driving (Speeding & travelling contrary to traffic signs)

During the implementation of the Road Safety Campaign Strategy Plan, the municipality should note
best practices such as:


what strategies, tools and partnerships worked well;



what barriers were encountered and how were they overcome;



what features of campaigns produced the strongest and weakest responses and why; and,



what lessons were learned from campaign delivery that can inform future efforts.

Strategic Actions
Timeline
RSC1
Implement the Municipal Road Safety 2017 (ongoing)
Campaign Strategy in line with the RSP
Communication Strategy
RSC2 Promote road safety practices in the schools, 2017 (ongoing)

Implemented By
TMC

TMC through Ministry of Education

businesses, and communities within the Municipality

RSC3 Using accurate data, ensure campaigns have a 2018(ongoing)
clear focus and identify behaviors and audiences to
be targeted
RSC4 Evaluate effectiveness of campaigns
2018 - 2019
RSC5 Increase awareness and build a traffic safety 2019 - 2020
culture in the municipality
RSC6 Develop best practice manual highlighting 2020
lessons learnt etc.

TMC through Ministry of Education,
DoT, Police and Traffic Department
TMC through DoT and Traffic
Department
TMC through DoT and Traffic
Department
TMC through DoT, Police and
Traffic Department

Post-Crash Response
Injury is a major cause of premature death and disability worldwide. Most existing injury control
strategies focus on primary prevention – that is, avoiding the occurrence of injuries or minimizing their
severity – or on secondary prevention – providing adequate emergency medical response to enhance
treatment and thereby minimise harm following an injury.
In many instances the prompt provision of emergency medical care and rapid movement of injured
casualties from the scene of injury to an appropriate health-care facility can save lives, reduce the
incidence of short-term disability and dramatically improve long-term outcomes.
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The Benque Viejo del Carmen will improve the post-crash response in the municipality by encouraging
citizens to obtain some knowledge of basic first aid as well as to carry a first-aid kit in their vehicle. The
municipality will also provide information and presentations to increase response by “onlookers” on
what not to do. In addition to an increase in public awareness activities, the Municipality will also:


Establish community/village response teams with members who are trained in First Aid, Basic
Life Support, Advance Life Support etc. ;



Identify and obtain a fully equipped office space 24/7 for rescue team;



Assigned vehicles for the rescue team;



Procure 1 Medical Ambulance to be on standby 24/7;



Improve training offered to paramedics, drivers and attendants;



Standardize communication system between Medical Team, Police and Transport;



Procure handheld radios to improve communication and reduce response time;



Ensure that all traffic, police and medical vehicles are equipped with fire extinguishers and first
aid kits.

Strategic Actions
Timeline
PCR1 Establish Community/Village Response Teams 2017
with members who are trained in First Aid, Basic Life
Support, AC Life Support etc.
PCR2 Strengthen relationship between post-crash care 2017
responders, response team, TMC/municipality, traffic
and police to improve post-crash care received at the
municipality level

PCR3 Improve response time of post crash care
responders to reduce response time to scene of
incident to less than 10 minutes
PCR4 Improve incident response time to ER to less
than 20 minutes
PCR5 Organize training sessions in BLS, EMT, FRT, ALS
to community volunteers, fire fighters, community
officers and local clinical staff including paramedics,
drivers, attendants and others
PCR6 Improve systems used to report incidents

TMC through Ministry of Health,
Traffic and Police Department

2018(ongoing)

TMC through Ministry of Health,
Police and Traffic Department

2018(ongoing)

TMC through Ministry of Health,
Police and Traffic Department
TMC through Ministry of Health

2018(ongoing)

2017

particularly those requiring post-crash care

PCR7
Procure medical equipment and supplies 2018(ongoing)
needed for post-crash care and training in the use of
the equipment and supplies
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Implemented By
TMC, through Ministry of Health

TMC through Ministry of Health,
Traffic Department and Police
TMC through Ministry of Health,

Strategic Actions
PCR8 Procure hand held radios

Timeline
2018

Implemented By
TMC

PCR9 Procure 1 Medical Ambulance

2019

TMC

PCR10
Ensure that all traffic, police and medical Ongoing
vehicles are equipped with fire extinguishers and first
aid kits

TMC through Ministry of Health,
Traffic Department and Police
Department

This Benque Viejo del Carmen Road Safety Operational Plan possesses a clear mission, vision and targets
as have been mutually agreed to, but can become ineffective if there is the lack of consistent follow-up
and cooperation between all the partners and stakeholders involved in the implementation of the
initiatives. For that purpose, this document should be disseminated and the active involvement of all
stakeholders should be pursued to confirm their support for the implementation of the document.
Development of this Operational Plan to 2020 has been based on the direction that has been
determined for the achievement of ideals into the future. Over the period of the strategy there may well
be a fundamental change in the recommended direction and detailed interventions. If this is the case,
the established targets may also need to be adjusted. It is therefore strongly recommended that this
Road Safety Operational Plan be assessed twice annually, to ensure the expected outcomes are still
realistic. Should significant changes take place to the recommended direction contained in this strategy,
it may be necessary to identify and revise new targets, strategies and policies that are influenced by the
identified changes in the implementation direction.
This is our five year Operational Plan to ensure that the roads and pathways in Benque Viejo del
Carmen are safe for all community members!
Road Safety is Everyone’s Responsibility!
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ANNEX 1 – M&E Framework
PILLARS/ ACTIONS

INDICATOR

OUTPUT

LEAD
SECTOR

OUTCOME

SUPPORTING
SECTOR

BASELINE
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

ROAD SAFETY MANAGEMENT
ROAD SAFETY
MANAGEMENT
Coordination and
management of road
safety
CM1 Establish the Benque
Viejo Traffic Management
Committee (TMC)

Road safety adopted
as a municipal priority
Harmonized
implementation of road
safety measures

TMC

TMC established
Inter-ministerial and
stakeholder committee
have been established

TMC meets monthly

CM3 Develop and confirm the
Benque Viejo 5 year
Operational Plan, Mission
and Vision

Mission and Vision have
been developed and
confirmed

TMC working towards
achieving the Mission
and Vision

CM4 Develop sustainable
funding to ensure the
programs/ interventions will
be undertaken

Efficeint and effective use
of road safety funds to
implement measures

CM2 Maintain Benque Viejo
Traffic Management
Committee stakeholder
cooperation mechanisms

All stakeholders are
working towards a common
vision, mission and goal.

Funding received from
identified source and road
safety measures
implemented
5 year Operating Plan Incidents in municipalities
CM5 At the local level ensure
Municipal Road Safety
developed and partners
have been reduced and
the MRSOP activities are
Plan in place and linked to
engaged to implement
traffic safety culture
linked to the National Strategy
National Strategy
activities
developed
CM6 The Municipal Road
Safety Operational Plan
should be reviewed semiannually

Town Council, DOT,
Traffic Dept., Police,
MOH, Ministry of
Education

Implementation Reports
prepared and MRSOP
reviewed semi-annually

Funding sources
identified

5 year Operating Plan
reviewed and updated
semi-annually

Updated 5 year Municipal
Road Safety Operational
Plan

System to store and
retrieve information for
analysis is in place

Information is easily
retrieved and analyzed for
decision making

Town
Council

DOT, Traffic Dept.,
Police, MOH, Ministry
of Education

TMC meets
irregularly

TMC meets
monthly

TMC

Town Council

Mission and
Vision
Developed

Mission
and Vision
Accepted

TMC

DOT, Traffic Dept.,
Police, MOH, Ministry
of Education

Some funding
have been
identified

25%
increase

TMC

DOT, Traffic Dept.,
Training on
Police, MOH, Ministry development of
of Education
the Plan

Plan
developed
and
accepted

30%
65%
Plan fully
Implement- Implement- implemente
ed
ed
d

TMC

DOT, Traffic Dept.,
Police, MOH, Ministry
of Education

Plan
developed
and
accepted

2 semi-annual reviews conducted
annually

TMC

Town Council, DOT,
Police

Plan's
development
incomplete

2015-2016

45%
increase

Road safety data
Accurate information for
management and analysis planning and decision(intelligence)
making
DM1 Develop system to store
and retrieve information for
analysis

System is developed
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Data is not
System to be System to be
systematically
50%
100%
stored, nor
completed completed
easily accessed

60%
increase

75%
increase

DM2 Ensure data is being
gathered consistently and on
a timely basis (traffic volume
data, frequency of offence
committal, rate of use of seat
belts and helmets, number of
tickets issued and paid,
number of persons injured as
a result of RTI

Data is available and
stored

Data provided in semiannual review report

Data is disseminated

TMC

MOH, DOT, JICC, SIB

Data is not
easily accessed

Data to be
75%
compiled

DM3 Develop and ensure the
use of standardize local
collision collection forms

Municipal collision
collection forms are used

Municipal collision
collection forms are
developed

Municipal collision
information is available

TMC

Town Council, DOT,
Police

Form is not
developed

Form to be
100%
completed

DM4 Traffic Officers and
Police Officers have been
trained in collision
investigation and reporting

Traffic Officers and Police
Officers have been trained
in collision investigation
and reporting

DM5 Confirm mechanisms for
sharing data are operating
Mechanisms for sharing
efficiently with management
data are operating
agencies and other
efficiently
organizations

Training completed

Improved collision
investigation and reporting.
DOT, Police
(Complete, accurate and
detailed)

Data is being shared
efficiently

Data is efficiently
disseminated to
MOH, DOT,
management agencies and JICC, SIB
other stakeholders

Relevant ministries
Consistent data is being
All decisions are evidence
have provided accurate
used in decision making
based
and timely data
System in place for
Monitoring and evaluation monitoring and evaluation
progress
DM6 The data is used in all
decision making

ME1 Develop a local road
safety monitoring and
evaluation system

Monitoring System in M&E Framework and System
Municipal System in place
place
in place
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TMC

TMC

TMC

Data to be
100%
compiled

Form being used

Reports are 25% of officers involved 75% of officers involved
in Road Safety trained
basic and vague in Road Safety trained

Data is shared Develop data sharing Ensure data is efficiently
irregularly with
mechanism
disseminated
very weak
validating
available
Improve data collection Utilize data in decision
MOH, DOT, JICC, SIB
methods
making
TMC

MOH, DOT, JICC, SIB

Some data
available

Develop
Data to be
M&E System
100%
and
compiled
Framework

Data disseminated and
evaluated

ME2 Data is being gathered
consistently and on a timely
basis (driver's license &
learner's permit issued, motor
vehicle licensed and tickets
issued, # of tickets settled
immediately, # of license
suspended annually, # of road
offences occurring annually,
number of traffic incidents
occurring annually, number of
persons injured by RTI
annually)

Data is available and
stored

ME3 Semi-annually conduct
monitoring and evaluation
assessments to ensure
progress continues towards
targets

Semi-annual M&E
assessment have been
completed

Target
Setting/Performance
Indicators

Develop baseline
measures and target
improvements for key
risk factors

TS1 Establish targets for the
Benque Viejo’s Operational
Road Safety Plan

Data provided in semiannual review report

Targets identified and
agreed upon

Targets for Benque Viejo’s Targets identified,
Operational Road Safety assessed and agreed
Plan is in palce
upon
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Data is disseminated

Semi-annual M&E
conducted

Targets for Benque Viejo’s
Operational Road Safety
Plan established

TMC

DOT, Traffic
Department, JICC,
MoH

Some data
available

Data to be Data to be
Data disseminated and
70%
100%
evaluated semi-annually
compiled compiled

TMC

DOT, Police
Department, Traffic
Department, JICC,
MoH

No M&E
Framework
developed

M&E
Framework
developed

TMC

Town Council and
Traffic Department

Operational
Plan not
finalized

Plan
finalized Targets established and performance
and targets
assessed based on indicators
establish-ed

2 semi-annual reviews conducted
annually

Baseline (2015)
numbers for persons
who: uses seatbelts; use
PI1 Develop baseline
helmet; commit traffic
measures for key risk factors,
offenses; receive tickets
e.g. Seat belt usage, helmet
for: exceeding the
usage, overloading, travel
Baseline numbers for key
travelling speed,
Baseline measures for key
speeds, red light running, or
risky behaviours are
running red lights, non
risky behaviours developed
non-adherence to traffic signs,
available
adherence to traffic
collisions involving impaired
signs; and are involved
drivers, collisions involving
in: collisions, collisions
distracted drivers, etc.
while impaired,
collisions while
distracted are recorded
and available

TMC

Road Safety Project

No baseline
number
established

PI2 Develop, track and report
performance indicators that
measures the type and amount Performance indicators
Semi-annual report Performance Indicators and
of resources expended to
established and resources highlighting indicators resources needed to achieve
tackle road safety issues such expended to achieve them and resources used to
them developed, tracked
as speed cameras,
have been reported
achieve them
and reported
advertising, infrastructure
improvements, etc.

TMC

Town Council and
Traffic Department

No baseline
number
established

PI3 Ensure that official
performance indicators are
based on reliable data

Reliable and accurate
performance indicators
are in place

TMC

All TMC member
groups

PI4 Semi-annually review
progress being made with
targets

Progress to targets have
been assessed semiannually

Legislative reviews

Establish an accurate
Performance indicators
tracking system;
developed based on reliable
Validate data
data
TMC meet semiannually to assess
progress made on
targets

Update of legislation that
supports road safety
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Targets reviewed and
assessed semi-annually

TMC

All TMC member
groups

No baseline
number
established

Baseline
indicators
provided
and agreed
upon

Targets/Indicators established,
tracked and reported on semi-annually

Baseline
indicators
provided
and agreed
upon

Targets/Indicators established,
tracked, validated and reported on
semi-annually

Targets/Indicators tracked and
progress assessed semi-annually

LR1 Complete review of the
Road Traffic Law and
subsidiary laws to participate
in revision and updating of
legislation

Updated legislation
supporting the
improvement of road
safety measures are in
place

LR2 Adopt or develop local byBy-laws and sanctions
laws and sanctions which
supporting positive road
support positive road safety
safety behaviours have
behaviours. Prepare
been established
implementation strategy
LR3 Review current
regulations related to
speeding, stopping at
pedestrian crossings, STOP
and Yield signs and make
recommendations for
improvement.
LR4 Review fines and
penalties for traffic offences
including moving violations,
such as approaching
pedestrian crossings and not
stopping; failing to stop at
Yield and STOP signs and
amend accordingly.

Review and update of
outlined legislative
requirements

Legislative changes
supporting the
implementation of road
safety measures in place

Adopt, develop, review
municipal laws and
sanctions as required

Updated and enforced bylaws and sanctions which
supports positive road
safety behaviours

Collisions involving
pedestrians on pedestrian
crossings have been
Speeding, pedestrian
eliminated; Speed limits
crossings, and traffic
Regulation is reviewed,
have been enforced on a
signs legislation has been modified and enforced
consistent basis; number of
reviewed and modified
tickets for offences in
comparison to total tickets
written

Fines and penalties have
Fines and penalties
Revised fines and penalties
been reviewed and
reviewed, modified and
implemented
amended
enforced

LR5 Revise provisions of Road
Traffic Law related to helmet
Helmet aws revised and Revised laws and penalties
Laws revided and enforced
use on bicycles and
enforced
enforced
motorcycles
LR6 Establish
policies/procedures to deliver
Policies/procedures to
administrative justice,
deliver administrative
through sanctions and fines,
justice through sanctions
including a penalty point
and fines established
system in the Benque Viejo
Municipality

Policies/procedures to
deliver administrative
justice through
sanctions, fines and
penalty point system
disseminated to all
responsible parties
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Policies and procedures
enforced

TMC

All TMC member
groups

TMC

Town Council, Police
Department and
Traffic Department

TMC

All TMC member
groups

TMC

All TMC member
groups

TMC

DOT, Police and
Traffic Department

DOT

Ministry of the
Attorney General,
DOT, Police and
Traffic Department

Traffic laws
reviewed 2010

20%
40%
60%
75%
changes
changes
changes
changes
implement- implement- implement- implemented
ed
ed
ed
25%
50%
75%
Changes
changes
changes
changes
fully
implement- implement- implement- implemented
ed
ed
ed

Enforcement
inconsistent

Original fines
and penalties
enforced

Enforcement
inconsistent

Enforcement Enforcement Enforcement Traffic laws
improved by improved by improved by
fully
25%
50%
75%
enforced

Fines and
penalties
reviewed

Fines and
penalties
50%
modified
and
enforced

Fines and
penalties
fully
modified
and
enforced

Laws and
penalties
reviewed

Laws and
penalties
50%
modified
and
enforced

Laws and penalties fully
modified and enforced

Sanctions,
fines and
Policies and
Procedures not
penalty
procedures
in place
point
reviewed
system
developed

Sanctions
fully
enforced

Policy and procedures
enforced

Planning, funding and
resources

PFR1 Identify financial and
human resources required to
implement local road safety
strategy

Adequate and
sustainable funding
resources have been
sought

Adequate and sustainable Financial and human
funding and human
resources plan
resources have been
developed to implement
identified
Road Saftey Strategy

funding sources
identified and plan
formulated

PFR2 Identify list of potential
funding sources

PFR3 Through various budget
mechanisms seek sustainable
funding sources for road
safety

PFR4 Confirm annual budget
and present through local
government budget cycle

Human Resources
Development
HR1 Strengthen human
resources development of
enforcement personnel with
skills and a higher level of
understanding of new
enforcement measures and
methods

Sustainable funding
sources have been
identified and listed

Road safety measures
have been allocated a
budget annually

Road Safety funds
included in National
budget

Road Safety funds
included in municipal
budget

Sufficient resources
identified to implement
Road Safety measures in
municipality

TMC

Financial and
Town Council, DoT,
human resource
MoH, Traffic and
needs have been
Police Department
identified

Funding sources engaged
and adequate funds secured

TMC

Town Council, DoT,
MoH, Traffic and
Police Department

Financial
sources have
been identified

TMC
through
Town
Road Safety budget
TMC through Town
Council,
contribution included in
Council, Police,
Police,
budget of all stakeholders
Traffic Department,
Municipal
Traffic
participating on the TMC
MOH and DoT
funding for
Department,
Road Safety is
MOH and
miniscule
DoT
Town Council, Police,
Budget for road safety
Traffic Department
measures included in all GOBZ/TMC
and all other
annual budgets
stakeholder
departments

Resource plan is being implemented

Financial sources engaged and financing for road
safety measures secured

Road Safety budget contribution included in budget
of all stakeholders participating on the TMC

Budget for road safety measures included in all
annual budgets

Identify Human
Resources Needs

Officers have attended
Personnel participated in
courses in new
enforcement training
enforcement methods
and measures
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Officers are more
knowledgable and efficient
in the execution of their
duties

TMC

30% officers
Training is
Town Council, Police,
involved in
available at
Traffic Department
Road Safety
different levels
and DoT
measures
and is ongoing
trained

45% officers
involved in
Road Safety
measures
trained

60% officers
involved in
Road Safety
measures
trained

75% officers
involved in
Road Safety
measures
trained

HR2 Strengthen human
resources in transportation
planning and road
infrastructure engineering

Personnel participated in Engineers have attended
Engineers are more
transportation planning
courses in
knowledgable and efficient
and road infrastructure transportation planning in the execution of their
engineering training
and road infrastructure
duties

TMC

Town Council, Police,
Limited
Traffic Department knowledgable
and DoT
personnel

30%
engineers
trained

50%
engineers
trained

75%
engineers
trained

80%
engineers
trained

Training is
Town Council, Police,
available at 30% officers 45% officers 60% officers 75% officers
Traffic Department
different levels
trained
trained
trained
trained
and DoT
and is ongoing

HR3 Conduct training and
development of human
resources for implementing
traffic instructions, traffic
planning, organization and
management, and street
infrastructure engineering

Personnel trained in
implementing traffic
instructions, traffic
planning, organization
and management, and
street infrastructure
engineering

Officers have attended
Officers are more
courses in
knowledgable in
implementing traffic
implementing traffic
instructions, traffic
instructions, traffic
planning, organization
planning, organization and
and management, and
management, and street
street infrastructure
infrastructure engineering
engineering

TMC

HR4 Strengthen the transport
inspection human resources
at all levels. Complete a
system of basic and advanced
training for the transportation
inspectors at different levels
and ranks

Inspectors trained in
initial and advanced
training on inspection
topics

Inspectors have
attended initial and
advanced training on
inspection topics

Inspections are
professionally and
consistently conducted

TMC

Officers have attended
courses in
emergency/trauma
management

Officers are more
knowledgable in
emergency/trauma
management and are more
comfortable in the
execution of their duties

TMC

HR6 Develop resources to
Personnel trained in
ensure improvement in Public
Public Relations and
Relations and the showcase of difference in quality and
quality and professional
professional ethics is
ethics
easily identified

Officers have attended
courses in Public
Relations

Officers are more courteous
and relations between the
officers and the public has
improved

TMC

Town Council, Police,
Training is
30% officers 50% officers 65% officers 80% officers
Traffic Department
available at
trained
trained
trained
trained
and DoT
different levels

HR7 Deliver traffic safety
courses to all people working
in road safety/injury
prevention

Officers have attended
courses in traffic
safety

Officers are more
knowledgable of traffic
safety measures

TMC

Some officers
all officers
Town Council, Traffic
have been
60% officers 80% officers 90% officers
have been
Department and DoT trained in road
trained
trained
trained
trained
safety courses

HR5 Provide training for
medical staff at local clinics
and enforcement officers
active in traffic collision in
emergency/trauma
management

Personnel trained in
emergency/trauma
management

Personnel trained in
traffic safety courses
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Town Council and
DoT

UB and MOH

30%
Limited
inspectors
inspection skills
trained

Training is
limited

50%
inspectors
trained

75%
inspectors
trained

80%
inspectors
trained

30%
50%
75%
80%
medical
medical
medical
medical
staff at
staff at
staff at
staff at
local clinic local clinic local clinic local clinic
and
and
and
and
enforcement enforcement enforcement enforcement
officers
officers
officers
officers
trained
trained
trained
trained

HR8 Develop a “knowledge
transfer” strategy that
provides new information and
research to all agencies,
partners and stakeholders

Officers are more
knowledgable in road safety
measures

TMC

Town Council, Traffic
Department and DoT

Public Information
Strategy to disseminate
PM1 Develop and implement
Public is more informed on
campaigns developed and public information
public information campaigns
road safety issues
implemented
developed

TMC

Town Council, Traffic
Department and DoT

TMC

Media, Town Council,
Police, Traffic
Department, MOH
and DoT

Promotion/Media developing a Traffic
Safety Culture

PM2 Dissemination of road
safety messages through
public media

knowledge transfer
strategy has been
developed

No transfer of
knowledge
mechanism
exists

Develop a knowledge
transfer mechanism

Facilitate the cross
transfer of knowledge to
officers

Develop a more effective
publicity and advocacy
camapaign

Road safety messages has
been disseminated
through public media

PM3 Promote the
dissemination of road safety
in schools, communities, road Road safety information
transport dealers and within has been disseminated in
political and social
schools
organizations with
appropriate methods

PM4 Promote the health
consequences, burden of
injury and scope of traffic
collisions in the community

Knowledge is
transferred between
officers

Press releases issued
on a regular basis;
media appearances Public are aware of the road
increased; usage of
safety message
public media sites
increased

Various visits and
booths have been
Increased number of people
organized in schools,
are aware of road safety
communities,
information
businesses and
organizations

Health consequences,
Health consequences,
burden of injury and
burden of injury and
scope of traffic
scope of traffic collisions
collisions supported by
in the community has been
data is widely
promoted
disseminated
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Decrease in number of
traffic collisions and
offences

TMC

Ministry of
Education, Town
Council, Police,
Traffic Department,
BYRS and DoT

TMC
through UB,
MOH,
TMC through UB,
Police,
MOH, Police, Traffic
Traffic
Department and DoT
Department and
DoT

Public Information
campaigns developed
and implemented
25%
increase in
dissemination of road
safety
messages

50%
increase in
dissemination of road
safety
messages

75%
increase in
dissemination of road
safety
messages

90%
increase in
dissemination of road
safety
messages

Public is aware
30% increase 60% increase 80% increase
of road safety
in dissemina- in dissemina- in disseminameasures
tion of road
tion of road
tion of road
however
safety
safety
safety
strengthening is messages in messages in messages in
schools,
schools,
schools,
needed

Dissemination of road
safety
messages in
all schools,
communities,
communities, communities, communities,
businesses
businesses
businesses
businesses
and organizaand organiza- and organiza- and organizations
tions
tions
tions

25%
increase in
dissemination of
consequences of
collisions

50%
increase in
dissemination of
consequences of
collisions

75%
increase in
dissemination of
consequences of
collisions

90%
increase in
dissemination of
consequences of
collisions

PM5 Nurture a traffic safety
culture for all road users

Traffic Safety culture
exists and is nurtured

Traffic safety culture is
exhibited by all road
users

Traffic collisions and
offences have decreased

TMC

25%
40%
60%
75%
decrease in decrease in decrease in decrease in
traffic
traffic
traffic
traffic
collisions collisions collisions collisions
and
and
and
and
offenses
offenses
offenses
offenses

All stakeholders who
form a part of the
TMC

SAFE ROADS
SAFE ROADS

Provide a safe and
reliable transportation
network

Safe Roads

Ensure safe roads for all
road users

SR1 Improve street
infrastructure for 50% of the
streets and pathways which
require improvement

Streets and pathways have Improved streets and
been improved
pathways

SR2 Implement measures to
facilitate speed management
(traffic calming measures)

Traffic calming measures
implemented

Measures have been
identified and
implemented

Speed management
measures implemented and
road traffic incidents as a
result of speeding has
decreased

SR3 Implement street
improvement safety plan

Street improvement safety
plan developed and
implemented

Implemented street
improvement safety
plan

Street improvement safety
plan implemented and
streets are Safe to all users

SR4 Improve delineation of
streets and pathways to
indicate areas for cyclists,
pedestrians and motorists

Injuries to cyclists,
pedestrians and motorists
Street delineation
from RTIs have reduced as a
Streets and pathways have
required have been
result of improved
been delineated
identified and improved delineation showing the
relevant areas for road
users

SR5 Publish
Guidelines and manuals
guidelines/manuals on traffic
have been developed and
safety management (signs and
published
markings)

Traffic safety
management manuals
disseminated and
trainings provided
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Streets and pathways are
improved and are safe

Consistent use of manuals
to create a Safe system for
all road users

TMC

Town Council

15% more 30% more 40% more
65% of
30% of streets
streets have streets have streets have streets have
have been
been
been
been
been
improved
improved improved improved improved

TMC

Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department
and DoT

Minimal speed
Implement speed
Implement speed
management management measures to management measures to
measures
reduce RTIs caused by
reduce RTIs caused by
implemented
speeding by 30%
speeding by 80%

TMC

Streets are safe
Town Council, Police,
however some
Traffic Department
road incidents
and DoT
still occurs

Develop and implement
street improvements to
reduce RTIs by 50%

Implement street
improvements to reduce
RTIs by 80%

TMC

Improve street
delineation by 50% and
Town Council, Police, Streets are not
reduce injuries reported
Traffic Department
properly
to cyclists, pedestrians
and DoT
delineated
and motorists as a result
of RTIs by 75%

Improve street
delineation by 75% and
reduce injuries reported
to cyclists, pedestrians
and motorists as a result
of RTIs by 95%

TMC

Gather information and
Town Council, Police,
Some guidelines
publish guidelines.
Traffic Department
are in place
Disseminate to officers
and DoT
and citizens.

Publish guidelines and
provide trainings.
Disseminate to officers
and citizens.

SR6 Draft guidelines in
Increased use of footpaths,
accordance with international
Guidelines
pedestrian and cycle lane
standards for the construction Guidelines have been
disseminated and
results in reduction of
and use of streets including
developed and published trainings on guidelines
injuries to motorist,
footpaths, sidewalks, bicycle
provided
pedestrians and cyclists as
lanes and motorcycle lanes
a result of RTIs
Increased use of footpaths,
SR7 Implement safety
Guidelines
pedestrian and cycle lane
standards for the construction
Guidelines have been
disseminated and
results in reduction of
and use of streets including
developed and published trainings on guidelines
injuries to motorist,
footpaths, sidewalks, bicycle
provided
pedestrians and cyclists as
lanes and motorcycle lanes
a result of RTIs
SR8 Prepare and publish
improved standards and
guidelines for safety in
construction zones

Guidelines and standards
have been developed and
published

Guidelines
disseminated and
trainings provided

Use of standards and
guidelines implemented
which result in reduced risk
through construction zones

SR9 Publish guidelines on
intersections and roundabout
Guidelines
Guidelines implemented
design, particularly
Guidelines have been
disseminated and
and training provided to all
signalization and sensitize the developed and published trainings on guidelines
road users and officers
public to optimize capacity
provided
and safety in the municipality
SR10 Implement measures to
improve traffic management
Designated rest areas
and traffic flow to address
identified for buses and
congestion in strategic areas
Traffic management
taxis; current rest areas Reduced congestion in main
eg. Identifying designated rest
measures have been
for buses and taxis
town areas and a reduction
areas for buses and taxis;
implemented. Congestion
relocated; adequate off- in injuries reported as a
relocating current rest areas
in strategic areas has
street parking spaces
result of RTIs
for buses and taxis;
been reduced
for motor vehicle
identifying adequate off-street
identified.
parking spaces for motor
vehicles, etc.
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TMC

Guidelines
Town Council, Police,
limited with no
Traffic Department
formal training
and DoT
conducted

TMC

Safety
Town Council, Police,
standards not
Traffic Department,
strictly adhered
MoW and DoT
to

TMC

Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department,
MoW and DoT

No guidelines
available

TMC

Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department,
MoW and DoT

TMC

Main areas of
the municipality
extrememly
Town Council, Police,
congested
Traffic Department
resulting in
and DoT
incidents and
injuries as a
result of RTI

No guidelines
available

Publish guidelines and
Gather information,
provide trainings.
develop and publish
Disseminate
guidelines. Disseminate widely.Observe reduction
to officers and citizens. in injuries to motorists,
cyclists and pedestrians.

Gather information,
develop and publish
guidelines.

Publish guidelines and
provide trainings.
Disseminate widely.
Record reduced risk to
road users through
construction zones

Publish guidelines and
Gather information,
provide trainings.
develop and publish
Disseminate widely.
guidelines. Provide
Record reduced incidents
training to officers and
occuring at intersections
citizens.
and roundabouts

RTI injuries
as a result
of
congestion
reduced by
25%

RTI injuries
as a result
of
congestion
reduced by
50%

RTI injuries
as a result
of
congestion
reduced by
75%

RTI injuries
as a result
of
congestion
reduced by
85%

SR11 Improve street design
and signage especially at
intersections

Intersections identified Improved street design and
Street signs and designs
as priority areas and signage resulting in reduced
have been improved
new signage to alleviate number of incidents and
problem erected
injuries at intersections

SR12 Ensure that measures
Identify streets
Streets are easily
are in place to facilitate
requiring work to
accessible to handicapped
access to street and pathways
become accessible fro
persons
for handicapped persons.
the handicapped.

SR13 Review and renegotiate
current arrangement with DoT
in relation to the registration
and licensing of buses and
tariffs paid for buses and
heavy vehicles which travel
through the municipality.

SR14 Review and strengthen
legislation which regulates
buses and taxis in the
municipality

handicapped persons can
easily access streets and
pathways without incident

Tarriffs and revenues
collected from heavy
vehicles have been
received by the
municipality

Current arrangement as
it pertains to buses and
heavy vehicles are
reviewed and
renegotiated with DoT
and the Municipality

Renegotiated arrangement
for the collection of tarriffs
and licensing fees between
Municipality and DoT.
Resulting in increased
revenue for the Municipality

Legislation to regulate
buses and taxis has been
strengthened

Legislation to regulate
buses and taxis
reviewed and modified

Stronger regulated buses
and taxis. Less RTIs
consisting of taxis and
buses

SR15 Develop a local public
New bus shuttles in
Number of new bus
Local public
transportation policy in
operation to link residental
shuttles in operation to transportation policy
collaboration with the
areas in the municipality.
link residental areas in developed and new bus
Ministry of Transport,
Reduction in congestion and
the municipality has been
shuttle routes
including a bus shuttle linking
motor vehicles operating in
increased
established
the new residential areas
municipality

TMC

TMC

TMC

TMC

TMC

SAFE VEHICLES
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Street signs are Improve
Improve
existing but signs, street signs, street
requires
designs and designs and
improvement accessibilit accessibilit
y of streets y of streets
located in located in
Some streets are
TMC through Town
the
the
easily
Council, Police,
municipal- municipalaccessible to
Traffic Department,
ity by 15% ity by 25%
handicapped
MoW and DoT
persons

Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department,
MoW and DoT

Improve
signs, street
designs and
accessibilit
y of streets
located in
the
municipality by 35%

Improve
signs, street
designs and
accessibilit
y of streets
located in
the
municipality by 50%

Increased
funds
generated
from tarriffs
and license
fees used to
improve
35% of
streets and
pathways

Increased
funds
generated
from tarriffs
and license
fees used to
improve
50% of
streets and
pathways

Town Council and
DoT

Renegotiation of
Review
Limited
tarriffs and
current
resources
fees
agreement
currently
finalized
and
received by the
and
commence
municipality
municipalnegotia-tion
ity revenue
increased

Town Council and
DoT

Review
Strengthen
Buses and taxis more
Buses and taxis legislation legislation regulated. Number of RTIs
not strongly
regulating regulating including taxis and buses
regulated
buses and buses and recorded and analyzed
taxis
taxis
semi-annually

Town Council, Police,
Traffic Department,
MoW and DoT

no public
transport
available
linking
residential
areas

Establish
Record and analyze
new bus
Develop
impact of newly
shuttle
local public
established bus shuttle
system to
transportaroutes on congestion and
link
tion policy
number of motor vehicles
residential
operating in municipality
areas

SAFE VEHICLES

Safe Vehicles

Ensure that vehicles
registered in the
municipality is of a
high safety standard
Ensure that vehicle is
able to provide protection
to the user

Legislation and sanctions
SV1 Review current legislation
Regulations and
restricting the importation
and make suggestions to enforcement of sanctions
Current legislation
and registration of unsafe
improve regulations complete for the importation and reviewed and modified.
vehicles enforced. Less
with sanctions for the registration of unsafe
Sanctions identified
fatalities as a result of the
importation and registration
vehicles has been
and enforced.
use of unsafe vehicles
of unsafe vehicles.
improved
recorded

Guidelines for the
SV2 Strengthen system for
registration of vehicles
registration of vehicle with
reviewed and enforced.
Vehicle registration
improved communication and
System linking
System for registration of
procedure and requirements
coordination between the
municipaliies
vehicle has been
consistent. Improved
Municipality,
DoT
and
established and
strengthened
detection of dangerous
Customs Department for the
implemented.
vehicles
improved
detection
of
Communication
dangerous vehicles.
between municipality
and DoT improved

SV3
Strengthen
the
enforcement of legislation and
related sanctions with regards
to registration of vehicles
without seatbelts, airbags etc.

Legislation and sanctions
restricting the registration
Enforcement of sanctions
Current legislation
of vehicles improperly
for the registration of
reviewed and
equipped with safety
vehicles improperly
strengthened. Sanctions measures are enforced.
equipped with safety
are enforced.
Less fatalities as a result of
measures
the use of improperly
equipped vehicles recorded
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TMC

Review
legislation
All stakeholders who Legislation not
listing
form a part of the
strongly
suggested
TMC
enforced
improvements

TMC

Guidelines
and
DoT, Traffic
Guidelines
communicat
Department and
inconsistently
ion
Customs Department
applied
strengthened

TMC

DoT and Traffic
Department

Review
legislation
listing
suggested
improvements

Legislation
and
sanctions
enforced.
Importation
and
registration
of unsafe
vehicles
reduced by
20%
Vehicle
registration
procedure
and requirements
consistently
applied.
Detection of
dangerous
vehicles
increased
by 20%
Legislation
and
sanctions
enforced.
Importation
and
registration
of unsafe
vehicles
reduced by
20%

Importation Importation
and
and
registration registration
of unsafe
of unsafe
vehicles
vehicles
reduced by reduced by
50%
75%

Detection of Detection of
dangerous dangerous
vehicles
vehicles
increased increased
by 40%
by 60%

Importation Importation
and
and
registration registration
of unsafe
of unsafe
vehicles
vehicles
reduced by reduced by
50%
75%

SV4
Strengthen
the
management
of
vehicle
registration by improving the
technical safety quality.

SV5 Improve the coordination
between partners regarding
the registration of “used”
imported vehicles

Management of vehicle
registration has been
strengthened

Guidelines for vehicle
registration is
developed and
implemented

Coordination has been
improved

All parties involved are
in collaboration with
regards to registration
of imported vehicles

SV6 Develop and implement a
policy with respect to the
Information gathered,
importation
of
vehicle Policy has been developed
policy developed and
equipment, such as tires,
and implemented
implemented
headlights, motorcycle and
bicycle helmets

Vehicle registration
improved. Number of safe
vehicles on the streets is
increased.

Registration of imported
vehicles improved

Better quality vehicle
equipment imported and
sold in Belize

Seatbelt and helmet use has
increased and has been
SV7 Implement the new seat
Information gathered,
New regulations have been
monitored. Less tickets
belt regulations and monitor
policy developed and
established, enforced and
issued for seatbelt and
the use of seatbelts, child
implemented. Impact
monitored.
helmet violations. Resulting
safety seat and helmets
monitored.
in less fatalities and
serious injuries.

SV8 Develop and implement
policy with respect to the
“age” of the fleet of vehicles,
including
personal-use
vehicles.

New policy on "aged"
vehicles has been
developed and
implemented

Collage of relevant
information obtained
from research. Policy
developed and
implemented.
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New and safe vehicles on
the roads providing better
protection for occupants

TMC

DoT and Traffic
Department

TMC

DOT, Customs &
Excise, Bureau of
Standards, and
Traffic Department

TMC

TMC

TMC

No guideline
currently in
place

Review
vehicle
registration
process. List
requirements
for the
strengthening of the
process

Guidelines to
strengthen
the
management
of vehicle
registrationis
developed by
March 2018;
implemented
by August
2018

Number of vehicles
registered using the
safety requirements is
tracked and assessed
semi-annually

Coordination is improved
and "used" imported
Collaboration is
vehicles are registered
limited
using developed
guidelines

DOT, Customs &
Excise, and Bureau of No policy exists
Standards

Gather and Review
information. Develop
Policy. Implement new
policy.

Assess the quality of
vehicle equipment
imported into the country
tracking the
improvements from 2016
to current semi-annually.

DoT, Traffic and
Police Department

Seatbelts and Gather and
helmets are
Review
used on
informahighways but
tion.
not necessarily Develop
in the
Policy.
municipality or Implement
properly
new policy.

Provide
training and
public
campaigns
on the new
regulation.
Monitor
usage and
impact.

Tickets issued
for seatbelts
and helmets
violations
decreased by
50%.
Fatalities and
Serious
injuries
reduced by
60%

DoT, Traffic and
Police Department

Gather and
Review
information.
Develop
Policy.
Implement
new policy.

Provide
training and
public
campaigns
on the new
regulation.
Monitor
usage and
impact.

Number of Number of
vehicles
vehicles
registered registered
and less
and less
than 5years than 5years
old,
old,
increased increased
by 50%
by 75%

No policy in
place

Tickets issued
for seatbelts
and helmets
violations
decreased by
75%.
Fatalities and
Serious
injuries
reduced by
90%

SV9 Promote the importance
of buying safe vehicles or
vehicles with better safety
equipment to consumers

Promotion has been
implemented

Campaign on
New and safe vehicles on
importance of
the roads providing better
purchasing safe
protection for occupants.
vehicles developed.
Reduction in fatalities and
Purchase or safe
serious injuries sustained
vehicles promoted
as a result of mechanical
through public
problems or unsafe vehicles
awareness campaigns

Trained Motor Vehicle
SV10 Proper and continuous Motor Vehicle Inspectors
Inspectors.
training for Motor Vehicle are contiuously trained in Development of a Motor
Inspectors
Inspection measures
Vehicle Inspection
Guide
SV11 Periodic inspection of
Increased inspection of
registered
vehicle and
registered vehicles and
techniques
to
prevent
reduction in unsafe
defective, road unworthy or
vehicles on municipal
unsafe vehicles from using
roads
public roads

Inspections are
professionally and
consistently conducted

New and safe vehicles on
Inspection reports.
the roads providing better
Policy on modern
protection for occupants.
techniques to identify
Reduction in fatalities and
defective, road
serious injuries sustained
unworthy or unsafe
as a result of mechanical
vehicles
problems or unsafe vehicles

TMC

Campaign
Public Importation Importation
developed Awareness
and
and
and
Campaign registration registration
DoT, Traffic and No promotion in
baseline implemen- of unsafe of unsafe
Police Department
place
vehicles
vehicles
informated and
tion
progress reduced by reduced by
50%
75%
collected monitored.

TMC

DoT, Traffic
Department and
Ministry of Local
Government.

30%
50%
75%
80%
Limited
inspectors inspectors inspectors inspectors
inspection skills
trained
trained
trained
trained

DoT, Police and
Traffic Department

Research
Inspection not
of unsafe of unsafe of unsafe
conducted
consistently
vehicles
vehicles
vehicles
and policy
reduced by reduced by reduced by
performed
developed
20%
50%
75%

Registration Registration Registration

TMC

SAFE ROAD USERS

SAFE ROAD USERS

Driver Training and
Testing

Ensure that road users
in the municipality
exercise high safety
measures
Consistent and improved
training and education of
drivers through more
rigorous screening of
drivers
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DT1
Participate
in
countrywide review of current
practice for training and
testing of drivers with the
ultimate goal of establishing a
single, countywide procedure
for training and testing of new
drivers.

Countrywide review of
training and testing of
drivers has been
completed

Training and testing of
drivers improved.
Countrywide procedure
Reduction in the number of
for training and testing
reported RTIs due to
new drivers established
distracted driving, driving
and implemented
without due care and
attention and driver's error

New procedures for
Research conducted,
DT2 Implement new procedure training and testing of new
report and
for training and testing of new
drivers has been
recommendations
drivers.
developed and
developed. New
implemented
program implemented

New driving
DT3 Establish selection,
instructor/testers/examinsyllabus and training methods
ers syllabus and training New syllabus developed
of
practical
driving
methods has been
and implemented
instructors/testers
and
developed and
examiners.
implemented

DT4 Focus much more on onthe-road, in real traffic, driver
training

More on-the-road driver
training has been
implemented

New drivers are trained
leading to fewer collisions
involving motor vehicles.
Increased number and
percentage of total drivers
trained under the new
system

Training manual
Increased number and
developed for in-traffic
percentage of in-traffic
training
trained drivers on the road
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TMC

TMC

TMC

TMC

DoT, Police and
Traffic Department

Participate
in
countrywide
review of
training and
testing of
drivers.
Implement
new testing
and training
procedures.

Reduction
in the
number of
reported
RTIs due to
distracted
driving,
driving
without due
care and
attention
and driver's
error
individually
reduced by

DoT, Police and
Traffic Department

New
procedures
Current testing for training
and training and testing
of new
materials
drivers
require
developed
updating

New
procedures
for training
and testing
of new
drivers
Implemented

DoT, Ministry of
Education, Police and
Traffic Department

DoT, Police and
Traffic Department

New
syllabus
developed
and
implemented

Reduction
in the
number of
reported
RTIs due to
distracted
driving,
driving
without due
care and
attention
and driver's
error
individually
reduced by
Number of
drivers
trained
under new
system is
more than
30% of total
licensed
drivers

Reduction
in the
number of
reported
RTIs due to
distracted
driving,
driving
without due
care and
attention
and driver's
error
individually
reduced by
Number of
drivers
trained
under new
system is
more than
60% of total
licensed
drivers

New syllabus
implemented. All
instructors, testers and
examiners utilizing
syllabus by 2020
Training
manual
developed
for in-traffic
training and
training
implemented

Number of
in-traffic
trained
drivers is
more than
30% of total
licensed
drivers

Driver Licensing

Participate in the
development of a
centralized, online,
driving license registry
system with facilities to
print and issue license
documents of
international standard.

Processes for licensing of
DL1 Participate in the review
Processes for licensing of
drivers has been reviewed, Modified processes for
of current processes for
drivers reviewed, modified
modified and is being
licensing of drivers
licensing of drivers
and implemented.
implemented.

DL2 Implement a new single New single driver license
Developed and
driver license database for database is developed and
implemented database
Belize in the Municipality
implemented

Single driver license
database for Belize is
implemented in the
Municipality

TMC

DoT and Traffic
Department

Current
procedure is
outdated

TMC

DoT and Traffic
Department

Database not in
place

DL3 Implement consistent Consistent driver licensing
Standards consistent Driver licenses in line with
driver licensing standards
standards has been
with good international international standards are
that meet national and
developed and
practise are developed
consistently applied
international standards
implemented

TMC

DoT and Traffic
Department

Current
standard not
consistent

A single on-line driver
DL4 Provide Municipal data
licensing database shared
in single/ on-line driver
by all regions has been
licensing database shared by
established and
all municipalities
implemented

TMC

DoT and Traffic
Department

National
database not in
place

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

An enforcement
plan is
developed but
not s trictly
implemented

Traffic Enforcement

Database developed
and reviewed by IT
specialist

Information is available on
all drivers in Belize leading
to better monitoring of highrisk and suspended drivers

Enforcement Plan
developed and
implemented in the
Municipality

Team meets regularly to
monitor the implementation
of the Strategic Enforcement
Plan

Process
being
reviewed

Process is modified and being
implemented

Database
developed
and
Database implemented
implemented
Consistent
driver
licensing
standards Consistent and improved
driver's licensed
has been
produced
developed
and
implemented
Monitoring
of risky
drivers
increased
by 15%

The development of more
efficient, consistent and
effective traffic
enforcement

Municipality continues to
TE1 Participate in the national
participate frequently in
enforcement
strategic
the national enforcement
planning team
strategic planning team
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TMC

Municipality participates in 85% of meetings held
annually by the planning team

Municipal Strategic
Enforcement Plan is
implemented and
Enforcement of Road Safety
Practices has increased

TMC

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

EnforceEnforceEnforceEnforcement Plan is ment Plan is ment Plan is ment Plan
30%
45%
60%
80%
implemen- implemen- implemen- implemented
ted
ted
ted

Communication needs
of communication
TE3 Identify communication
have been identified and
Communication guidelines
within the Police
needs to ensure optimal
communication
department, Dept. of
developed and partners
communications between all
strengthened between all Trans port, MOH, Town
meet quarterly
agencies
Council and local traffic
agencies

TMC

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

Weak line of
Municipality participates in 75% of meetings held
communica-tion
annually
in place

TMC

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

Awareness
campaigns do
not emphasize
enforcement

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

Information is
currently
segregated by
municipality

System is
developed
and
implemented
Program is
developed
and
implemented
Structure
and plan
developed

Plan
implemented

Procure-ment plan and
resources required
identified. Equipment
procured

Equipment
procured

TE2
Develop
Municipal
Strategic Enforcement Plan
with input
from local
stakeholders

Municipal Strategic
Enforcement Plan has
been developed and is
implemented
Identified the channel

officers

TE4 Improve coordination
Coordination mechanisms
mechanisms and implement
has been improved.
Campaigns developed
enforcement campaigns as an
Enforcement campaigns
and implemented
essential part of traffic safety
has been implemented
public awareness campaigns

Enforcement campaigns as
an essential part of traffic
safety public awareness
campaigns disseminated
and implemented

Specifications and
Integrated driver, vehicle
design of an electronic,
TE5 Adopt the National
and violation information
integrated driver,
electronic, integrated driver,
system implemented leading
System has been adopted vehicle and violation
vehicle
and
violation
to better analysis and
information system
information system
identification of road safety
developed and
priorities
implemented

TMC

Enforce-ment campaigns are highlighted in 50% of
the Public Awareness Campaigns implemented
annually

TE6
Implement
national
automated
enforcement Automated enforcement
programs, such as for program is implemented
speeding
and
red-light
in the municipality
running

Program for automated
Details of automated
enforcement for speeding
enforcement programs
and red-light running
have been determined
improved and introduced in
and plan developed
the Municipality

TMC

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

No automated
enforcement in
place

TE7 Develop a career structure
Career structure/training
and training needs for traffic
needs developed
enforcement officers

Training Plan
developed. Officers
participate in various
trainings as per work
assignment

Career path for traffic
enforcement police officers
established

TMC

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

No training
plans/needs in
place

TE8
Identify modern
equipment needs including
police vehicles and develop a
staged purchase of new
equipment

Modern equipment
needs identified and
procured

Enforcement officers
equipped with modern
technology. Increase in
enforcement of Road Safety
Offenses

TMC

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

Most equipment Equipment
outdated and no
needs
plan in place
identified

Equipment needs
developed and staged
purchase of equipment
procurement plan
developed
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Regulations have been
improved and is being
implemented

Regulations have been
modified and
implemented

Improved traffic
enforcement

TE10 Develop and implement
Monitoring and
a monitoring and evaluation Evaluation protocol has
protocol
of
enforcement been developed and is
activities
implemented

Developed monitoring
and evaluation
protocols for
enforcement

Enforcement activities are
monitored and evaluated
ensuring focus remains on
key priorities

TE11 Improve role of officers
Monitoring of unsafe and
in monitoring unsafe and old
old vehicles have been
vehicles
through
mobile
improved
enforcement

Monitoring of old and
unsafe vehicles is
implemented

Improved standard of
vehicles imported into the
country leading to better
protection for all road users

Curriculum
implemented

Curriculum implemented in
schools resulting in
increased awareness of
road safety measures and
the implelementation of
safe behaviours

TE9
Improve regulations
related to traffic enforcement

Road Safety Education

Regulations are
reviewed

Improvements
finalized
and
accepted

Improved
regula-tions
is enforced

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

Regulations are
outdated

TMC

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

No M&E System
for enforcement
is in place

Enforcement
activities
Protocol
are
developed monitored
and
evaluated

TMC

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

No monitoring
is currently in
place

Monitoring
Monitoring
plan is
Strategy is
implemendeveloped
ted

Ministry of
Education

Road Safety
curriculum has
been shared
with schools
countrywide

30%
60%
90%
reducti on i n reducti on i n reducti on i n
Curriculum RTI i njuri es RTI i njuri es RTI i njuri es
implemena nd
a nd
a nd
fa ta l i ti es
fa ta l i ti es
fa ta l i ti es
ted in
a moung
a moung
a moung
Schools
s chool a ged s chool a ged s chool a ged
chi l dren
chi l dren
chi l dren

TMC

Improve knowledge on
road safety and
disseminating safe road
user behaviour and
survival skills

RSE1 Road Safety Curriculum Road Saftey Curriculum
implemented
in
the has been implemented in
Municipality
the Municipality

RSE2 Encourage each school
Each school has
to appoint a Road Safety appointed a Road Safety
Champion who coordinates
Champion and is
and facilitates road safety facilitating road safety
education in the school
education in the school

Road safety Champion
Road safety education is
identified at all
coordinated and facilitated
schools. Road Safety at all schools. Knowledge is
Education facilitated improved and disseminated

Refresher training
Annual refresher training
course and materials is
RSE3 Annual refresher training is provided. Teachers and
developed. Teachers
in Road Safety is provided for Officers have completed
and traffic officers
teachers and traffic officers
the refresher training in
participate in refresher
road safety.
training.
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Training on Road Safety
updated and improved.
Increased Trainings in
schools

TMC

TMC

TMC

Road Safety
Champion
Identified 50% of the 75% of the
Road safety
and Road schools in schools in
Ministry of Education champions not
the
the
Safety
appointed
Education Municipalit Municipalit
in schools y has a road y has a road
safety
safety
facilitated
champion champion
and
and
Refresher
facilitates facilitates
Ministry of
training
road safety road safety
Education, DoT,
No refresher
course and
education education
Police and Traffic
training exist
materials is
Department
developed

All the
schools in
the
Municipalit
y has a road
safety
champion
and
facilitates
road safety
education

Information is tracked and
RSE4 Track and provide progress information
progress information to be fed available. Information is
Online tool in use for
Information collected
into online tool to support the being fed into online tool
monitoring and evaluation
and fed into online tool
monitoring and evaluation of to support the monitoring
of road safety education
road safety education
and evaluation of road
safety education

Road Safety Campaigns

TMC

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

Road safety
education not
monitored

Tool is developed and
information is tracked

Improvements in road
safety through more
effective and coordinated
publicity and advocacy
campaigns

RSC1
Implement the
Municipal Road Safety Municipal Road Safety
Campaign Strategy in line with Campaign Strategy is
the RSP Communication being implemented
Strategy

Municipal Road Safety
Campaign Strategy has
been developed

RSC2 Promote road safety Road safety practices are
Road Saftey Campaigns
practices in the schools, being promoted in the
developed and being
businesses, and communities communities within the
implemented
within the Municipality
Municipality
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TMC

Municipal
National Road
All stakeholders who
Road Safety
Safety
form a part of the
Campaign
Communication
TMC
Strategy
Plan developed
developed

TMC

30%
increase in
dissemination of road
safety
messages
in schools,
communities,
businesses
and
organizations

Publicity and advocacy
campaigns are more
coordinated and effective
TMC through Ministry
of Education

Some school
visits are
facilitated

Municipal Road Safety Campaign
Strategy implemented

60%
increase in
dissemination of road
safety
messages
in schools,
communities,
businesses
and
organizations

80%
increase in
dissemination of road
safety
messages
in schools,
communities,
businesses
and
organizations

Dissemination of road
safety
messages
in all
schools,
communities,
businesses
and
organizations

RSC3 Using accurate data,
Campaigns have a clearer Data collection process
ensure campaigns have a
focus and they identify reviewed and tested for
clear focus and identify
target behaviours and
accuracy on targeted
behaviors and audiences to be
target audiences
behaviours
targeted

Improved data collection
for accuracy. Information
used to identify targeted
behaviours

TMC

Campaigns are shown to be
effective

TMC

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

TMC

Traffic Safety
Messages are
Police, DoT and
aired on
Traffic Department television and
placed on Social
Media

RSC4 Evaluate effectiveness of Each campaign has been
campaigns
evaluated

Evaluation plan
developed for each
campaign to ensure
effectiveness

RSC5 Increase awareness and
build a traffic safety culture in Traffic safety promoted
the municipality

Traffic Safety is shared
in schools, businesses
and organizations and
at the community level.
community awareness
is increased

Residents are aware of
traffic safety risk factors

Best practice manual
developed and
disseminated

Lessons learnt and best
practices shared with other
Municipalities to exercise
in disseminating Road
Safety Message in their
Municipality

RSC6 Develop best practice Best practice manual has
manual highlighting lessons
been developed and
learnt etc.
disseminated

TMC

POST-CRASH RESPONSE
Availability of effective
POST-CRASH RESPONSE handling of emergency
situations

Post-Crash Response

Provide adequate
emergency medical
response to enhance
treatment and thereby
minimise harm
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TMC through Ministry
Data collection
of Education, DoT,
is not fully
Police and Traffic
accurate
Department

Police, DoT and
Traffic Department

No evaluation
procedure in
place

No manual
exists

Targeted
behaviours
Data
and
collected audiences
and
chosen from
analyzed
data.
Campaigns
developed

Campaigns
implemented and
information
disseminated

Camapaigns evaluated

Traffic
Traffic
Safety
Safety
Awareness Awareness
improved by improved by
65%
90%

Best
practices
recorded

Manual
developed
and
disseminate
d

PCR1
Establish
Trained personnel in
Community/Village Response
First Aid, Basic Life Response Team established
Response teams have been
Teams with members who are
Support, ACLife Support. and post crash response
established and trained
trained in First Aid, Basic Life
Established Response
time reduced
Support, ACLife Support etc.
Team
PCR2 Strengthen relationship
Trianual meeting of
Relationship between postbetween post-crash care
post crash care
crash care responders,
responders, response team,
responders
Post-crash care received at
response team,
TMC/municipality, traffic and
established.Improved
the municipality level
TMC/municipality, traffic
police to improve post-crash
relationship/communic
improved.
and police have been
care received at the
ation between post
strengthened
municipality level
crash care responders
PCR3 Improve response time
of post crash care responders Incident response times to Incident response times
to reduce response time to scene of the incident have to scene of the incident Severity of injuries from
scene of incident to less than
been improved
improved
RTIs has been reduced.
10 minutes
Fatalities as a result of RTIs
have been reduced
PCR4
Improve incident
Incident response times to Incident response times
response time to ER to less
ER are improved
to ER improved
than 20 minutes

PCR5
Organize training
sessions in BLS, EMT, FRT, ALS
to community volunteers, fire
fighters, community officers
and local clinical staff
including paramedics, drivers,
attendants and others

Training session shave
been organized.
Volunteers, fire fighters,
community officers and
local clinical staff has
participated in the
training programs.

Volunteers, fire fighters,
community officers and
local clinical staff
Training sessions
adequately trained in BLS,
organized. Personnel EMT, FRT, ALS. Personnel are
trained
more adequately trained
and comfortable in
performing post crash care
duties
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TMC

Ministry of Health

Identify members who
15%
30%
no community
qualify to join the
reduction in reduction in
response team
community response post crash post crash
currently in
team. Provide training to response response
place
members
time
time

TMC

Ministry of Health,
Traffic and Police
Department

Communica-tion
between post
Post crash care responders group formed. Members
crash care
meet at least trianually
responders is
weak

TMC

Ministry of Health,
Police and Traffic
Department

TMC

Ministry of Health,
Police and Traffic
Department

TMC

Ministry of Health

Response Response Response Response
Response times
times
times
times
times
requires
reduced by reduced by reduced by reduced by
reduction
20%
40%
60%
80%

Training
provided are
limited

Training
plans are
developed
and
implemented

50% of the 75% of the 80% of the
community community community
volunteers, volunteers, volunteers,
fire fighters, fire fighters, fire fighters,
community community community
officers and officers and officers and
local
local
local
clinical
clinical
clinical
staff trained staff trained staff trained

PCR6 Improve systems used to
report incidents particularly
those requiring post-crash
care

Systems have been
developed

Systems were
researched, designed
and implemented

PCR7
Procure medical
Medical equipment and
equipment and supplies
Medical equipment and
supplies have been
needed for post-crash care
supplies procured and
procured and training has
and training in the use of the
training provided
been provided
equipment and supplies

PCR8
radios

Procure hand held

PCR9 Procure 1 Medical
Ambulance

Incidents are accurately
reported and all details are
recorded

Trained and equipped
medical personnels

Handheld radios have
been procured

Handheld radios
available

Communication improved

1 Medical Ambulance has
been procured and is
being maintained

Medical Ambulance
available

Ambulance available in the
municipality to respond to
serious or severe RTI
injuries

Traffic, police and medical All traffic, police and
PCR10 Ensure that all traffic,
vehicles have been
medical vehicles are Traffic, police and medical
police and medical vehicles
equipped with fire
adequately equipped vehicles are all adequately
are equipped with fire
extinguishers and first aid with fire extinguishers
equipped
extinguishers and first aid kits
kits
and first aid kits
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TMC

Improved
reporting
system
Implement establishsystems.
ed.
Ministry of Health,
Develop
Research
System requires
Data being Complete
Traffic Department
forms to be and develop
strengthening
recorded
with
and Police
used
systems
and
accurate
validated
and
consistent
data being
reported
Procure
medical
Procuresupplies
Conduct
ment plan
and
training
developed equipment
and conduct
training

Ministry of Health

Availability of
training and
equipment is
minimal

TMC

Radios
available are
not operational

Procurement plan
developed

TMC

TMC

No Ambulance
is owned by the
Municipality

Abulance
Procureresearched Ambulance
ment plan
and
procured
developed
identified

TMC

Ministry of Health,
Traffic Department
and Police
Department

TMC

TMC

Procure
medical
supplies
and
equipment
and conduct
training

Handheld
radios
procured

Vehicles are not
50% of
80% of All vehicles
equipped with Procurevehicles are vehicles are
are
fire
ment plan
adequate-ly adequate-ly adequate-ly
extinguishers developed
equipped equipped equipped
and first aid kits

ANNEX 2 – Performance Indicator Matrix
OUTCOME INDICATORS

GOALS
MIDBASELINE
TERM

Funds available for development and
implementation of Road Safety
Total revenues genereated annually
Revenues generated annually from
taxes and tarriffs
Revenues generated annually from
other vehicle related fees
Revenues generated annually from
other non-vehicle related fees
Funds expended annually on road
safety measures
Funds expended annually on road
infrastructure improvements
Municipal Road Safety Plan
implemented
Municipal Road Safety Operational Plan
and targets updated semi-annually
Data system and monitoring framework
in place
Data consistently gathered and used in
decision making
M&E assessments conducted semiannually
Municipal collision collection forms
used
Officers/Personnel with road safety
responsibilities trained in:
Collision Investigation and
Reporting
Enforcement measures
Transportation Planning
Implementing traffic planning,
organization and management
Transportation inspection

Emergency/trauma management

Public Relations
Traffic Safety Courses

N/A

FINAL

7% increase

10%
increase

7% increase

10%
increase

10 %
increase

15%
increase

5 % increase

10%
increase

10 %
increase

15%
increase

10 %
increase

15%
increase

10 %
increase

15%
increase

40%

100%

2

6

0
Plan developed

System in place and
working efficiently

Not fully
functional
Data not easily
accessed
0
0

MID-TERM

100%

100%

2

6

75% rate of 100% rate of
use
use

25% total
trained

75% total
trained

20% total
trained

45% total
trained

75% total
trained

10% engineers
trained

50%
engineers
trained

80%
engineers
trained

15% total
trained

45% total
trained

75% total
trained

50%
10% inspectors
inspectors
trained
trained
50%
relevant
personnel
trained
20% total 50% total
trained
trained

80%
inspectors
trained
80%
relevant
personnel
trained
80% total
trained

40% total
trained

80% total
trained
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100% total
trained

#

%

FINAL
#

%

OUTCOME INDICATORS
Driver's Licenses issued annually

GOALS
MIDBASELINE
TERM

FINAL

16,401

Number of driver's trained using
driver's manual

0

Number of driver's who received onroad training

0

Learner's permit issued annually

MID-TERM

15% of all
licensed
drivers

30% of all
licensed
drivers
TBD

TBD

100%

100%

5%

30%

75%

10%

50%

90%

10%

50%

90%

Seatbelt violations

3

75%

100%

Helmet violations

30

75%

100%

0

75%

100%

179

75%

100%

1

75%

90%

Number of holders who used the
driving syllabus for testing
Motor Vehicle's licensed annually
Private Vehicles
Motorcycles

157

60% of all
licensed
drivers

0
1,968
1,854
605

Buses

63

Taxis

365

Goods Vehicle

150

Less than 5years old
Increase in number of persons using
seatbelts
Increase in number of persons using
helmets
Risky behaviours measured and
reported/Reduction in tickets issued

Overloading violations
License violations
Non adherence to traffic signs
violations
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#

%

FINAL
#

%

OUTCOME INDICATORS

GOALS
MIDBASELINE
TERM

MID-TERM
FINAL

Decrease in collisions caused by:
Speeding

30%

80%

Impaired drivers

25%

75%

Distracted drivers

25%

75%

Congestion

50%

85%

Pedestrians

75%

95%

Cyclists

50%

75%

Motorcyclists

75%

95%

School aged children

30%

90%

50%

80%

N/A

Decrease in injuries to:

N/A

Decrease in RTIs
Decrease in serious injuries

4

50%

100%

Decrease in fatalities

1

50%

100%

50%

100%

50%

100%

Implementation of Traffic Laws
Enforcement of Traffic Laws and
Sanctions

540

Monitoring of unsafe drivers increased
Number of tickets settled immediately

15%
0

85%

98%

50%
decrease

90%
decrease

50%
decrease

95 %
decrease

50%
decrease

100%
decrease

Number of licenses suspended for:
Speeding
Impaired driving
Commission of RTI

38
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#

%

FINAL
#

%

OUTCOME INDICATORS
Increase in number of checkpoints
conducted annually
Increase in advertising/media
campaign
Increase in use of speed cameras, radar
guns and breathalyzers
School visits presentations conducted
at schools in Municipality

GOALS
MIDBASELINE
TERM

N/A

MID-TERM
FINAL

50%

80%

50%

100%

50%

100%

50% of
schools

100% of
schools

5

15

60%

100%

Road Safety Campaigns implemented
Increase in dissemination of road
safety messages
Traffic Awareness Improved/Traffic
Safety Culture developed

5% Awareness

65%
awareness

90%
awareness

Improved Street Infrastructure

85% of streets
renovated

60%
increase

100% of
streets

25%

50%

25%

50%

20%

75%

20%

75%

Detection of unsafe vehicles increased

20%

60%

Increased enforcement of sanctions on
unsafe vehicles

20%

75%

Improved signs and street designs
Municipal streets accessible by
handicapped persons
Reduction in importation of unsafe
vehicles
Reduction in registration of unsafe
vehicles

N/A

319
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#

%

FINAL
#

%

ANNEX 3 – Required Equipment / Supplies
The following are items that are necessary to ensure that each program or activity can be completed
effectively.
Performance Indicators

Now

Future

Patrol Vehicle

0

1

Motorcycle with proper siren and
lights and proper helmets

3 (require helmets, siren)

1

Better signage

low

More speed signs and
slow down signs

0

On major roads

Handheld radios with
opened frequency (outside
the area)

0

4

1

1

•

Breathalyzer

1

2

•

Speed guns

0

1

Personnel
•

Traffic

•

Police

Infrastructures (cat eyes and road
markings)
Equipment
•
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ANNEX 4 – Traffic Statistics
Drivers’ License Issued by Class in the Municipality
2013 - 2016
DRIVERS LICENSE ISSUED BY CLASS
Private
Six
Tandem
Goods
MotorYEARS Motor
Wheel Drive Vehicle (Pickup)
cycles
Cars
Trucks (with Trailer) Vehicle

Taxi

Bus

Automatic
Total
Total
Tractor Transmission License Drivers
Only
Printed Licensed

2013

968

216

157

53

79

190

31

61

156

1,911

1,001

2014

1,354

322

204

65

113

274

52

75

214

2,673

1,408

2015

1,567

416

238

85

132

318

62

74

226

3,118

1,672

2016

1,854

605

257

89

150

365

63

73

234

3,690

1,968

TOTAL

5,743

1,559

856

292

474 1,147

208

283

830 11,392

6,049

Vehicles Licensed by Type in the Municipality
2012 - 2016
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First Time Registered Vehicles by Type in the Municipality
2012 - 2016

Traffic Violation Tickets Issued by Offences in the Municipality
2012 - 2016

TRAFFIC VIOLATION TICKETS ISSUED
YEARS

Failure to Obstruct- Helmet License
Tint
Seating Unsafe
Obey Traffic
ing
Infrac- InfracInfracOffences Vehicle
Signs/ Lights Traffic
tions
tions
tions

2012

1

1

6

24

-

48

2013

-

-

8

27

-

51

-

86

2014

-

1

-

2

-

2

-

5

2015

-

-

11

50

2

78

-

141

2016

-

1

5

76

1

140

-

223

1

3

30
11
37%

179
75
42%

3
1

319
156
49%

TOTAL
Paid
Paid (%)

-

0%

60

33%

5

TOTAL

5
5
100%

85

540
248
46%

Road Traffic Incidents Occurring in the Municipality and Injuries Sustained
2015 - 2016

YEAR OF
INCIDENTS
2015
2016
TOTAL

FATALITIES

SERIOUS
INJURIES

MINOR
INJURIES

TOTAL

SUSPENDED
LICENSES

1

3

63

67

21

0

1

77

78

17

1

4

140

145

38
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ANNEX 5 – Culverts and Bridges that will be addressed during 2016 - 2020

Figure 1. N Street Junction to Nazarene Street

Figure 2. Pinelo Street
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Figure 3. New Area, Border Road

Figure 4. Corner Churchill & Cemetery, Corner George Street & Baron Bliss Street
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Figure 5. Corner Maya Street & Pedro Guerra Mena Street

Figure 6. Entrance To Benque Viejo Del Carmen (North East)
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Figure 7. Junction Guerra Street & George Price Highway

Figure 8. Junction of George Price Highway & Old Border Road
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